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FOREWORD

The purpose of thie book ig to clarify and correlatc the

approach to radio problema throughout thc entirc courec of
the Philco Training School.

It takeg the form of a gcneral theory of radio and gcrvice

methode and providce a framcworL, upon which a detailcd
mcthod of attack, may be conetructed. This can then bc ap-
plied to any epecific piccc of cquipment.

It must bc rcmembered that thig book ir a complcment of
dctailed rpeciGc lecturea and laboratory proccdures aa givcn

in the coune of training.
August, 1943.
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INTRODUCTION

This text is intended to familiarize the etudent

with troubles which may occur in radio parts, to-
gether with the EymPtoms of these troubles; and to
enable him to discover defective parts in various
circuits by the most dependable and most direct
methodg.

First, the student is taught how to identify'parts
by their physical aPpearance, their location in rela'
tion to other parts, and their circuit position in re-

lation to certain common reference points such as:

the power supply input terminals, the Power supply
output terminals, the signal input terminals, the

signal output terminals, and the tube sockets. The
basic ability to recognize parts by observation, and
to associate them with their schematic representa-

tions, is essential to the intelligent testing of any
unit.

Second, the student is shown how defective parts

influence circuit conditions, by contrasting voltage,
current, and resistance readings in circuits when all
parts are normal, with similar readings when certain
parts are defective. Also, audible indications of
the signal are noted in both cases. It is shown that
nearly all troubles may be resolved into varying
degrees of open-circuits and short-circuits; there'
fore, most troubles are gimulated by the introduc'
tion of certain values of resistance either in parallel
or in series with the various parts. It is thus ghown

how an abnormal value of lesistance in each com'
ponent part of a circuit affects the voltage, current,
and resistance readings in all related circuits, and

how to interpret these readings accurately. With the
previous training the student has received, he

should know in general when readings are normal'
By drawing upon this knowledge he is in a position

to detect specific troubles more readily.
Third, the student is taught the most logical and

effective methods of service procedure. He is

shown how to simplify an aPparently complicated
circuit by breaking it down into a succession of
difierent types of amplifier stages, through which
a signal may be followed until a particular stage

failure is noted. ln this way the trouble is quickly
localized, and much unnecessary testing is elimi'
nated. Once the trouble is localized, further simpli-
fication of the problem is made, by considering any

stage as being composed essentially of only a tube,

resistors, coils, and condensers. Since most troubles
in these parts are varying degrees of open-circuits
and short-circuits, the possibilities of trouble are
greatly limited. Such a viewpoint makes the stu-

dent's thinking more definite, and increases his con'
6dence.

The text is atranged in logical order for the best

learning sequence, and each chapter is practical and

important.



IDENTIFYING RECTIFIER SOCKETS AND "B'' SUPPLY TERMINAIS

a

r

Since thc rectifier is the next link in the A-C
tpower supply, it iE important to know which tube
and socket is the rectifier; also, which socket ter-

.minala connect to what elements of thc rectifier
tubc.

The rectifier tubc eocket may be locatcd vieually
by observing where thc power transformer is lo-
'cated, and thcn tracing the high voltage leade.
These leads will connect to the rectifier gocket. The
tcrminale to which they connect will be the plate
terminals of thc rectifier socket. In tracing ttrc
.transformer leads, bear in mind that the filamcnt
lcade as well ag the high voltage leadg will connect
to the game socket. Albo, the rectifier may be the
half wave or the full wave type. In the former case,

'only one high voltage lead from the transformer will
connect to thc socket. The power gupply may bc
of the full wave type using two Eeparate half wave
rcctifier tubee such as is done in high voltage high
.power supplies. Again, only one high voltage lead
from the transformer will connect to a aocket. Thc
other high voltage lead will connect to the other
socket.

Naturally, a rectifier socket will not be found in
equipment designed to receive plate supply voltage
directly from a dynamotor, batteries, or from the
power supply of another piece of equipment. A
piece of equipment so designed will have at least
four power input terminals; two for the low voltage
filament power, and two for the high voltage plate
supply. This ig in contrast to the equipment with
its own built-in power supply wherein only two
terminals are used. An exception to this last gtatc-
ment will be equipment which has a built'in dyna-
motor.

After the rectifier socket has been located, the
various terminals may be identified by a combined
visual inspection and voltage check. By removing
the rectifier tube from its socket, and using a high
range A-C voltmeter (0-1000), the plate terminal
or terminals can be located by measuring from B
minus or chassis to the various terminals. The ter-
minal at which a high reading is obtained with re-
spect to the chassis is a plate terminal. If a full
wave rectifier tube is used as such, there will be
two such terminals. It should bc noted that the
voltage reading from plate to plate will be the total

voltage acroaE the high voltage secondary winding.
while the reading from either plate to B minus will
be half thc plate to plate rcading; because, in
measuring from plate to B minus, the meter ir
actually connected acro88 onc half of the high volt-
agc eccondary. When the high voltage terminalr
havc been found, a lower range on the voltmeter
can bc used to determine the filament terminals.
If the tubc is a directly hcated cathodc typc, ttc
filament tcrminalg can be readily identified sincc
therc will bc only thcsc two additional connectionl.
With the indirectly heated type cathodc, thcre will
bc the two filament terminal connectiong and tfic
cathode connection to the filtcr circuit.

Important reference test points in any receiver
are thc B plug and B minus terminals of the platc
supply. To quickly identifu these points, certain
simple relationshipe can be uecd.

An examination of the schematic diagram will rc-
veal the circuit arrangement of the parts of thc
power supply. If the schematic ehows that the filtcr
choke is connected to one eide of the rectifier 6la-
ment, one can expect that in thc power eupply one
Iead from the choke will connect to a filament ter-
minal of the rectiFer socket. The other side of thc
choke, as shown on the schematic, connectg to thc
B plus terminal of the power supply output. There-
fore, locating this lead in the chassis and tracing it
from the choke to a terminal will locate the B plus
point in the chassis.

Checking with the echematic indicates that thc
frlter condenserE are connected one from each sidc
of the choke to I minus. By locating the filter con-
denser and identifuing the loads connecting to thc
choke, the remaining condenser leads can be traced
to B minus. Electrolytic condenser leads or ter-
minals are usually color coded, although a standard
code doee not apply to all circuits. In general, it
can be said that the black lead from the electrolytic
condenser will connect to B minus.

The visual check outlined above can be supplc-
mented by a continuity check with an ohmmeter.
In many cases thc actual circuit wiring is such that
somc of the leade are buried in cabling or hiddcn
from sight. For euch conditions, the uee of a low
range ohmmeter, aids in tracing the leads.

a



TESTING "B'' SUPPLY FILTER CIRCUITS

q. One method of testing 6lter circuits for de-
fective parts is by resistance analysis of the input
and output circuits. By comparing the readings
tal,en with thoae whieh are normal, and using a
practical application of Ohm's Law for series-
parallel circuits, the defective part may be deter-
mined. An advantage of this type of testing is that
the power supply is inoperative during test; there-
fore, no damage can result to any part due to ex-
cessive current fow, should a ahort-circuit exist.
By referring to Figure I it may be seen that the

TO NEGATIVE D-
RETURN TYPIcAL FILTER
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input of the filter is actually the output of the recti-
6er, and the output of the 6lter is the final output
of the whole power supply.

If the ohmmeter test prods are connected across
the input terminals of the filter circuit, a reading will
be made of the equivalent resistance of a complex
networL, composed of the leakage resistance of the
choke in series wjth the parallel resistance of the
second condenser leakage and bleeder resistor. See

Figure 2. The leakage resistance of normal elec-

TO RECTTFTER CHOKE RESTSTANCE B+

EQUIVALENT LEAKAGE
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trolytic condensers is relatively very high, so for
practical purposes, will not greatly affect resistance
conditions. Thc ohmmeter would really read the
resistance of the filter choke in series with the re-
rietance of the bleeder resistor.

If the ohmmeter prods arc connected across the'
output terminals of the 6lter circuit a reading will
be made of the equivalent resistance of the bleeder
resistor, shunted by the leakage registance of the
second condenger, and also shunted by the resist-
ance of the choke in series with the first condenser,
ln this case the ohmmeter would read, for practical
purposes, the resistance of the bleeder resistor only.
Thus the resistance of the input circuit is higher than
that of the output circuit by the value of the choke..

If the choke were short-circuited the readings at
both input and output would be identical. If the
choke were open-circuited the input reading would
be very high (leakage resistance of first condenser),
and the output reading would remain practically the,
eame. If either condenser were open-circuited both
readings would remain about the same. If the 6rat
condenser were ghort-circuited the input resistance
would be low, and the output reading would be the
value of the bleeder resistor in parallel with the
choke. If the second condenser were short-circuited
the input reading would be the value of the choke,
and the output resistance would be very low. Like-
wise, other possible troubles may be found by similar
analysis.

b. The choke performs a very important func-
tion in the operation of a 6lter circuit. To under'
stand its action it will be necessary to review some
fundarnental ideas.

When direct current starts to flow through an in-
ductance it is opposed by an opposition that is.

different than resistance. The opposition is due to
a counter-E.M.F. that is set up in the inductance
because of the change in the magnetic freld, pro-
duced by the coil current changing from zero. The
magnetic field was non-existent, or zero, until cur-
rent started to flow.

Since a change in the magnetic field of a coil will
produce an E.M.F., the variation in the magnetic
6eld due to the current change, will produce an
E.M.F. or voltage that opposes the change in cur-
rent. Because of this, the current does not imme-
diately reach a value as determined by resistance
and the applied voltage according to Ohms Law;
but requires a certain length of time to do so. The
time required depends upon the inductance of the
coil. The larger the inductance, the longer the time
required for the current to reach its frnal value. If
after the current reaches its 6nal value the applied
voltage is suddenly decreased or removed the cur-
rent in the coil will begin to decrease. This again
will produce an inductive voltage, but it will have
a polarity that will tend to sustain the current for

I ST 2ND
FILTER FILTER
LEAKACE LEAKAGE+ +
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some time after the applied voltage haa decreased
to zero. The characteristics of choke coils account
for the opposition they olfer to changes in current.
When alternating cutrent is applicd to an inductance
the current encounters this opposition as well as the
opposition due to resistance. The opposition that
an inductance offers to the change in current or
to a-c because of self-induced voltage, is called in-
ductive reactance. Inductive reactance becomes
greater as either the inductance, or frequency of the
applied voltage is increased. Hence, the limiting
or opposing action to the flow of current becomes
greater when either the inductance or the frequency
of the current-changes is increased.

The ability of an inductance to store electric
energy aa a magnetic field and then later to return
this energy to the circuit, together with the opposi-
tion it offers to changes in current, is put to good use

in frlter circuits. The current from a rectifier is a

eeries of pulses. During a part of the rectified pulse

the current increaseg from zero toward some mari'
mum value. In this time the first filter condenser
charges to a voltage approximately equal to the
maximum value of the rectified pulse. The choke
coil prevents these pulses from reaching the output
of the 6lter, because of the high opposition it offers
to them, When the pulse decreases toward zero,
the condenser voltage causes a current to fow that
adds to the current produced by the E.M.F. of self-
inductance. Thus, the condensers and the choke
tend to keep the current constant, thereby eliminat-
ing hum and making the rectifed current flowing
through the load a steady current rather than a
geries of pulses.

The inductance for a filter may be obtained from
either a specially constructed iron core coil or by
making use of the inductance of the loudspeaker
field coil. It is economical to use the speaker field
coil as the frlter choke, because the current de-

manded by the equipment will produce a magnetic
freld sufficient to operate the speaker. The induct-
ance of the field coil will be su6cient for filter ac-

tion; hence, one less part will be required and addi-
tional current to magnetize the speaker 6eld will be
unnecessary. When the 6lter inductance is con-

nected in the negative lead of the power supply,
the d-c voltage drop across the coil due to its resist-
ance is sometimes used to supply bias voltages.

Common troubles in filter chokes are: open or
partially open coils, internal shorts across the termi'
nals of the coils, leaks or partial leaks to the frame
of the inductance, and shorted turns.

An open chohe will be the cause of no voltage
output from the power supply, and a partially open
choke coil causes low voltage output. High hum or

ripple in the output voltage will result if the coil dc-
velops a ehort acroEs its terminals. Sometimea thc
6lter condensers develop an intcrnal ahort from onc
positive lead to the other. This will effcctivcly short
out the choke and cause a hum. Condensers that
are used to resonate the choke should also be sus.
pected when this type of trouble is encountered. If
a large percentage of the coil turns shoit out, similar
trouble may be expected. Leaks or shorts to the
choke frame, or iron core, will cause low or no volt-
age output, and are similar in effect to shorted or
leaky 6lter condensers.

c, It is known that the rectifier supplies a pulsat-
ing d-c voltage to the first 6lter condcnser. The
6rst condenser charges to a voltage approaching
the highest value of this pulsating d-c voltage.
When the value of the pulse begins to drop, cur-
rent will fow out of the condenser and will tend
to keep the flow of current constant. The second
condenser acts in somewhat the same manner. How-
ever, both the input and output condensers serve an-
other purpose as well. The 6rst 6lter condeneer
serves as a low impedance path for the high voltage
a-c applied across the rectifier. Hence, there will
be very little drop in this a-c voltage. Therefore,
the resultant rectified voltage will be higher than if
no condenser were ptesent at this position. The
second condenser can be thought of as acting ae a
short circuit for any a-c voltage. Hence no a-c
voltage willl be present at the output of the filter.

It is evident that if the capacity of the 6rst con-
denser is low, the output voltage of the filter will
be lower than normal, and will have considerable
ripple voltage in it. This will cause the radio ap-
paratus to work inefficiently, and hum.

Lack of sufficient capacity in the second 6lter
condenser will cause the filter circuit to act in a
similar manner as far as the hum or ripple voltage,
but the d-c output voltage will be only slightly af-
fected. Sometimes insufficient capacity will cause
motor-boating or oscillation, because of the common
impedance path that the filter presents to the signal
currents. If the second filter is large enough, and
in good condition, there will be no common imped-
ance in the filter circuit, because the condenser will
act as a short circuit across the impedance. There-
fore there will be no common coupling impedance
to cause either regeneration or degeneration. If re-
generation occurs, the equipment might break into
oscillation whereas degeneration would cause lower
amplification. This may cause distortion if, be-
cause of it, some frequencies are amplified more
than others.

Summing up these facts, low amplification, in-
stability, and high hum level can be caused by the



&eond 6ltcr having insuficient capacity, or having
decreased in capacity. These are common troubles
when clectrolytics dry out or lose electrolyte through
evaporation or decomposition; the results being a
decrease in capacity, and the troubles just discussed.
If the filter condensers decrease in capacity (a com-
mon trouble in electrolytics), or open circuits (com-
mon to all condensers), the trouble mentioned
above will occur. When a condenser decreases in
capacity, it is equivalent to a good condenser that
is partially open-circuited. Shorted filter con-
dcnsers are the cause of very low or no voltage out-
put from the filter.

Partially shorted 6lter condensers cause the volt-
age to be lower than normal, and the hum level to
bc high. The resistance of the dielectric used in
6lter condensers other than electrolytic types should
be several megohms. Values of 20 to 100 meg-
ohms are not uncommon for these types. For elec-
trolytic 6lter condensers to be considered good, the
dielectric resistance should be higher than 500,000
ohms; however, they often.work, satisfactorily with
leakage resistances of 100,000 ohms. Generally,
if the leakage resistance of electrolytic frlter con-
densers is less than 100,000 ohmg, they should be
replaced. Exceptions to this are cathode by-pasa
condensers or other low voltage by'pass condensers
of the electrolytic type, as leakage values of lesg

than 100,000 ohms are often not troublesome.
These figures are arbitrary, being dependent upon
whether or not the equipment workg satisfactorily.
The voltage applied and the capacity of the con-
denser, are factors that influence the leakage resist-
ance. Increasing the applied voltage and the ca-
pacity of the condenger, increases the leakage
resietance. Another method of stating the condition
of an electrolytic condenser is in terme of milliamps
per microfarad. Usually 0.5 milliamp per micro-
farad is the maximum acceptable leakage current.
An I mfd condenser with a leakage current of 4

milliamps would just pass as being acccptablc.
Leakage current higher than this would mean t[at
the condenser should be replaced.

Some filter circuits uae a condenser across thc
filter choke to resonate it to the frequency of tho
hum voltage (See Fig. 3). Since a parallel resonant
circuit offers very high impedance to its regonant
frequency, very little hum voltage will be apparent
at the output of the filter.

When the current taken from the power eupply
ie low, the choke can be diapensed with, if eficiency
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is not of paramount importance. Instead of the
choke coil, a resistor can be ueed (See Fig 4) to
offer opposition to the hum frequencies. Unfortu-
nately, the resistor offers practically the same resist-
ance for both the hum frequencies and the d,c fow-
ing through it. Since this will cause a d-c power
loss, this type filter is not as eficient as the choke
type of filter. However, it is much cheaper to con-
struct, and is very compact. The fact that the re,
sistor offers nearly the same opposition to a wide
range of frequencies, it is used to good advientage
in many circuits. Filter circuits maLing use of this

Frcunr 5

idea use a resistor of a few hundred ohms beforc
the 6lter choke (See Fig. 5). Condengers are
connected acroas the ends of the resistor to B minrr
in the eame way they were when thc chokc was u!ed.
This circuit is effective in eliminating a wide band
of dieturbancc freguencies.

i

Frcunn 3



LOCATING INPUT AND OUTPUT TERMINALS

It is necessary in servicing equipment to determinc
the eignal input and output terminals, becausc thc
proper output load and the proper signal aourcc
must be connected to the correct points to chcck thc
operation of thc cquipment.

The general knowledge that the grid ie the input
ride of a vacuum tube amplifier and that the plate
ie the output end ie invaluable as a key to determin-
ing the input and output terminals of the equipmcnt
under inspection. By locating a tube which has itE
grid circuit connected to a pair of terminals for ex'
ternal connections, the input stage and the input
tcrminale are identified in eimilar manner. The lo-
cation and identification of the output stage and
tcrminale may be accomplished by looking for the
hrbe gocket which has the plate circuit connected
to a set of terminals for external connection.

The wide variation in the physical appearance of
coils, transformers, condensers, and resistors, re-
quires that a number of factors be relied upon to
identify circuits, parte, and connections. In some
equipment, the parts are individually houeed and
the wiring is easily traced. With such an arrange-
ment, a visual inspection can bc made to determine
the input and output stages and terminals. It is
understood that a general knowledge of how to
Iocate the power supply and power distribution cir-
cuits and the ugual grid circuit connectiong has been
acquired. Other factore which will aid a vicual
check are the relative sizes of the tubes, knowledge
of tube type deeignatione and applicatione, the gen-
cral appearance of various type input and output
connections, information as to the purpose of the
cquipment, and an organized method of approach
to the problem. An explanation of what is meant
by the relative sizee of tubes will take into considera-
tion the purpose of the piece of equipment. An
audio amplifier with a power output stage will most
likely be designed with power output tubes that are
of larger physical dimension than the voltage ampli-
6er tubeg. In auch a case, the output tubes will be
Iarger than any othere in the set with perhaps the
exception of the power rectifier (if one is present).
The conclusions arrived at by a visual inspection
can be verified by voltage checks at the socket
terminals.

Occasionally the equipment under inspection will
have certain parts grouped together in one eealed
housing and the wiring may be cabled in auch a
manner that visual tracing of the circuits can not be

easily accomplished. Under thcgc conditione, it is
necessary to resort to instrument meagurements to
trace thc circuits. Voltage checkc of the socLct
terminals will give an indication of the various con-
nections to the tube elements if the connections are
not already known. The power distribution wiring
can also be traccd in thig manner. After these factt
have been determined, continuity checks with an
ohmmetei will facilitate further tracing of the eignal
circuits. The etatementg concerning the input and
output eectiona of an amplifier tube being in the
grid circuit and plate circuit reEpectively are gtill
the key for circuit tracing.

Aseume that a piecc of equipment is to be eerv-
iced, and that an inspection of thc externally evident
connections reveals that all connections are made to
a terminal block etrip that hag eight terminals with'
out identifying markings. Since thig is the only
point for making extetnal connections it is likely
that two of the terminale will bc input terminals for
signals and two will be signal output terminals. The
balance of the terminals will probably be for con-
nection to power aourcea. Looking at the under-
neath part of the chassis, it is seen that two of the
terminale are connected to a twigted pair of wireg.
This suggests that they may be a-c lines. Further
checking showa that the twisted pair is connected
from eocket to eockct in such a manner that it is
evident that they are Glament leads. If separatc
Flament leads are uged, then, it is most probable
that the platc eupply voltagc is provided by a aepa-
rate power Eource and that two of the other termi-
nals on thc terminal pancl aro B plus and B minuc
terminals. The B minus terminal can bc identified
by noting whether or not there is a direct connec-
tion to the chasEis. The connection to the chaseis

may not be made dircctly at the terminal but rather
at some other point connected to this terminal by
a lead. Caution ehould be uaed since the B minus
bus may not be connected to the chassis at any point
while one gide of the input or the output, or both,
may be connected to the chassis. In any event, thc
B minus bus will be a common connection for a
larger number of parts than any of the other term-
inals. The B plus terminal can be found by looking
for bleeder registors, output transformers, chokes,
by-pass condensers, etc., that would normally be
found connected to the B plus bus. If the compon-
ent parts such as the output transformer, etc., are
readily recognized (there would be no power trans-
former in this eguipment since the B supply voltagc



&crnal !ource), tfic output
could be idcntificd ar being connected to

one winding of the output tranaformcr. Thc
otter two terminala on t{rc panel would bc thc input
tcmrinale. This laat aaetrmption ghould bc chccked

i ." by tracing the wiring connectcd to thcse terminale

to naLe ccrtain tbat thcy are conncctcd to the grid,
or input circuiq of a tube. To apply voltagcr to
this piecc of equipmcng chccL thc typc tubee urcd,
and if any one tubc ir familiar, the flament voltage
rating of that tubc can bc uccd a! a basis for con-
nccting thc filament eupply voltage.

'':4,\il*r
"':;lY*i,,.'



IDENTIFYING TUBE SOCKET CONNECTIONS AND

CIRCUIT COMPONENTS

o. Since there are some 700 different types of
tubes manufactured for domestic radio receivers
alone, it is quite evident that it is not practical to
memorize all of them. Therefore with this thought
in mind, we will show that by an analysis of the
schematic and measurement of the voltages im-
pressed on the individual elements it is possible to
identify them. In some cases it is also necessary
to trace that part of the circuit immediately con-
nected with a particular terminal to definitely
identify the terminals.

The various elements of a tube have different
voltages and polarity with reference to either the
common B minus terminal or some other element of
the tube. The elements at a positive voltage with

Borropr Vrew
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respect to B minus are listed as follows in the order
in which the highest voltage is applied: plate,
screen grid, cathode. However, for output tubes
the screen grid is generally at a slightly higher volt-
age than the plate. The screen grids of voltage
amplifiers are generally at a lower positive potential
than the plate. The reason for the slightly higher
voltage on the screen of some output tubes is due
to the fact that plate current flows through the re-
aistance of the primary winding of the output trans-
former, causing a slight voltage drop across the pri-
mary winding. The screen current is taken directly
from B plus hence there will be no voltage drop.
This is why the screen is at a slightly higher voltage
than the plate, and the amount by which it is higher
ia equal to the voltage drop that occurs in the trans-
former. These facts enable the student to find the
plate, screen and cathode socket terminals simply
by voltage measurements.

The control grid terminal can usually be defrnitely
identified by referring to the schematic and noting
the type of coupling device used between the con'

trol grid and preceding circuit. Then checking thc

actual circuit components connected to the terminal'
serves to positively identify the control grid.

The filament or heater terminals usually can be

identified by tracing them directly to the source of

supply voltage. In a'c sets these leads are usually

twisted to prevent hum because of 6elds set up by

the current. To carry the heavy current required

by the filaments or heaters, these leads generally are

of a heavier gauge wire than the others connected

to the tube socket.
An easy method of identifying socket terminals of

tubes is to refer to a tube manual. These usually

show the bottom view of the socket, but they can be

turned over easily as shown in Figures 6 and 7.

Top Vrew
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Sketch the bottom view with the conventional
numbering as shown in Figure 6. Draw a second

circle to represent the top view but with the numbers
in reverse. Complete the job by cdnecting the
various elements to their proper numbers. Use key
as reference on socket.

It is most important to be able to identify the
soclcet terminals of tubes without the use of a manual'
This can ordinarily be accomplished by using a d'c
voltmeter.

Read the voltages from the various socket termi-
nals to B minus. This should differentiate between
several of the tube elements if their normal voltage
to B minus is known. Normally the plate terminal
will show the highest reading, with the screen sec-

ond, and cathode to B minus, the lowest.
As an additional check, it is sometimes necessary

to trace that part of the circuit immediately con-
nected to a given terminal. As an example, the

lead from the control grid in an r-f amplifier con-
nects to a tuning condenser. Tracing the lead from
the tuning condenser will identify the control grid.



Othcr checLe may be viaual. Thc two filament
leads are uoually twieted togcther to cut down on
magnetic intcrference. This makes them easy to
identifu. Thc plate lead is connected to the pri-
mary winding of thc r-f transformer so if thig can be
located it will bc poseiblc to identify the plate
tcrminal.

b. Assuming that the necessary theoretical
knowledgc hag been acquired, you require in addi.
tion, certain fundamental capabilitiee to service
radio apparatus.

Theee capabilities are:
l. Ability to recognize the actual phyeical

appearance of circuit parts from schematic rep-
resentation.

2. Ability to determine the terminals, or
leads, connecting any parts to othera in a
circuit.

3. Abilitv to analyze how certain types of
defectg, that occur in various parts, affect the
operation of the apparatus.

4. Ability to apply teetg that will indicate
whether or not the part or circuit is working
properly.

Testing euspected parts ie one of the eteps necea-
eary in service work. However, this requires decid-
ing which parts are reeistore, condengers, and coils.
It is also necessary to know which particular re-
sietor, condensor, or coil is being tested so that itE
value may be compared with data given either on
the echematic or other aource of information.

Quite frequently it ie possible to determine ap-
proximately which partr are defective from the way
tfie equipment is acting. Voltage measurementa
and an analysis of the circuit diagram also aid diag-
nosing the most likely cause of thc trouble. By
these means, the possible cause of trouble ie nar-
rowed down and only a few parts need be tested.
But before theae parts can be tested, they must be
located. The eervice man besides being familiar
with the actual appearance of these parta must have
gome method to identify and locate them. This
is true because their appearance is entirely different
from the schematic representation. A method that
ie very effective is to locate on the schematic dia-
gram the circuit in which the suspected part is con-
nected. Next inspect the actual circuit and trace
the leads until you arrive at a part connected as in-
dicated by the diagram. If certain easily defined
reference or starting points are established this may

be readily accompliehed. The schematic showc'
that all parts are connected either directly or in-
directly to the various tubes. Therefore the tube-
sockets make the beet reference points.

The schematic tells which tube element is con-
nected to the part to be identified. By referring to'
the actual tube socket and locating this particular
socket terminal, it is only neceasary to trace the
wires to the part. As an example, suppose a re-
gistor is suspected to be the cause of trouble and.
that you wish to locate and test it. The schematic
diagram might indicate it to be located in the plate
circuit of the I st a-f tube. This resistor can be lo-
cated physically by referring to the tube socket and
tracing the circuit connected to the plate terminal.

If more than one part is connected to a common
terminal the desired part can be identified, either
from physical appearance, or by using service inetru-
ments such as the ohmmetet, etc., as outlined earlier.
Suppose a mica condenser and a reeistor, having the
eame physical appearance, are connected td com-
mon circuit terminals and that the registor is open
circuited (opened up). The two parts could be
located by the above method and identified by dis-
connecting them from each other, and testing in-
dividually with an ohmmeter. If the capacitance of
the mica condenser is large enough, the battery in
the ohmmeter will cause a fow of enough charging
current to indicate as a slight kick of the meter
needle. As a further check, the ohmmeter leads may
be reversed and applied again to the condenser.
The condenser will discharge and charge in the op-
posite direction, and hence, will give a much higher
kick on the meter. This indicates which of the rwo
parts is the condenser. If the condenser ig assumed
to be good, it would not be necessary to disconnect
.the two parts to test for an open resistor. W[en
the ohmmeter ie applied to a parallel combination
of an open reeistance and a condenger, the only
reading is that due to the charging of the condenser.
This would cause the meter needle to jump up, then
fall back to zero.

Suppose that the reeistor above ie in good condi-
tion, but that the condenser is shorted or leaky.
Check the two parts with the ohmmeter. That part
having a registance very close to the value given by
the schematic is evidently the resistor.

As a third condition, assume both the parts to be
good, and that it is merely desired to identify these
parts. The condenser will check as indicated by the
charging surge. The resistor will have a resistance
of approximately the same value as indicated on the
schematic.
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TROUBI F.S THAT OCCUR IN AUDIO OUTPUT STAGES

Troubles frequently occu! in the plate circuit
of the audio output tube, due to the high voltages
and large currents which are present. The audio
output tube ie designed to deliver Power to the
epeaker. Although many difierent types of tubes
and many dilferent details of circuit arrangements
may be used, the basic troubles are all eimilar.

There is always a plate load which couples the
plate of the tube to the B supply line. The part
which aerves as the plate load must pass the heawy
plate current, which may cause break-down of thc
part. Also, a part for by-passing R. F. or high audio
frequencies is generally used from plate to B minus
(or cathode). The high voltage acroso these points
may cauEe break-down of this part. These are the
most likely troublee in this circuit, although manu-
facturing defects, climatic conditions, etc., may also
cauee other types of defects.

Since the cathode ii the electron emitter of the
trJrl* tube, all the currents of the individual ele-
ments of the tube will flow from the cathode. There-
fore, a reeietor connected in the cathode circuit
from cathode to B minus will have flowing through
it the sum of the currents of all the elements which
draw current. The voltage drop developed acroEs

the resiator may be used ag grid bias by connecting
the etid to the negative end of this resistor. A
rneans of developing a signal voltage in the grid
circuit must be added, so a resistor (in resistance
coupled amplifier) or a coil (in a transformer or
an impedance coupled amplifier) is connected be'
tween the grid and the negative end of the cathode
rceistor. The application of a signal in the grid
circuit causea changes in the apace current of the
hrbe and hence will cause a change in the voltage
drop across the cathode resistor. In most cases,

thig is undesirable eince these voltage changes re-
duce the efiectiveness of the signal voltage in the
grid circuit and degeneration ie aaid to take place.

To reduce the degeneration, a condenser of proper
capacitance is connected across the cathode resistor.
The condenger tends to prevent changes of poten-
tial across the cathode resistor, and it is said that
the condenser by-passes the a'c signal around the
cathode resistor, thereby causing the bias voltage to
remain constant. The capacitance of the condenser
must be selected so that the reactance of the con'
denger is low as compared to the ohmic value of
the bias resistor at the lowest frequency at which
degeneration should be negligible. Electrolytic con-
densere are used to by-pass low-resistance cathode
resietors in audio or other low frequency amplifier
'drgee because of the high capacitance required to

satiefy the conditions. The leakage current of thcac

capacitors ehould be low but is not critical.
It ig obvious that since the cathode circuit is

common to all the other electrode circuits of the

tube, that defectg in the cathode circuit will have

an efiect on the cutrents and voltages of the ot'her

electrodes.

Open Cathode-By-pass Condenrer in the Audio
Output Stage.

An open cathode by-paee condenger in this atage

causes the overall amplification to be reduced. The
loss in low-frequency amplification is mote pro-

nounced than the high-frequency loae. An oscillo'
acope or an output meter connected across the
cathode resistor indicates that appreciable signal

voltage is developed across this resistor when the
condenser is open. Resigtance measurements and

d-c voltage measurements do not depart from nor'
mal values when the condenser is open, and there'
fore these meaEurementE cannot be used as a check

for this condition. Since the Presence of appreciable
signal voltage across the cathode resistor is one of
the results of an open cathode condenger, this de-

fect can be determined by connecting either an

output meter or an oscilloscope acrolto this resistor.

Open Cathode Biaring Resistor.

An open cathode resistor causeE the output stage

to be practically inoperative eo far ag normal eignal

amplification is concerned. However, if a strong
signal is fed into the grid circuit of this stage, some

signal output will be obtained. The eignal will not
be constant and deGnitely will be distorted. lt wilt
sound choked.

D-C voltage measurements will indicate that the

plate voltage, the 8creen voltage, and the cathode

voltage, are all higher than normal with respect to

B minus. If the cathode condenser has extremely
high leakage resistance and there ale no other leak-

agc pathe to B minus, the cathode voltage will be

almost as great as the voltage reading from plate

to B minus (if the meter used for measurement has

a high ohms-per-volt rating).
Resistance measurements will indicate that the

resistances from plate to B minus and from acreen

to B minus have not changed. The resistance frorn
cathode to B minus however will be equal to the

leakage resistance of the cathode condenser. Since

this leakage resistance is many timee greater than

the normal value of the cathode resigtor, this check

ia a positive means of identifying the failure of the

cathode resiator.
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Completely Open Cathode Circuit.

A completely open cathode circuit means that
both the condenser and resistor are open circuited.
The conditions which exist with these defects are:
no signal amplification, high plate, screen and cath-
ode voltage as measured with respect to B minus.
A measurement of the plate and screen voltages
with respect to the cathode indicates that there is
zero voltage. This contrasts with the measurement
made when only the cathode resistor was open and
the condenser had normal leakage current flowing.
In this latter case there was an appreciable voltage
reading from plate or screen to cathode. A com-
pletely opened cathode circuit can be identified most
readily by checL.ing from plate to B minus and then
from plate to cathode. If a large voltage reading
is obtained from plate to B minui and none from
plate to cathode it is a definite indication that the
cathode circuit is open.

Shorted Cathode Condenser or Resistor.

The d-c voltage, resistance, and performance
checls will give identical results for either a shorted
by-pass condenser or shorted cathode resistor. The
overall amplification will be reduced and consid-
erable distortion will be noticed. The d-c voltage
measurements from plate and screen to B minus
will be lower than normal while the cathode volt-
age will be zero, Resistance measurements from
plate and screen to B minus will be normal while
the measurement from cathode to B minus will indi-
cate zero resistance,

A completely ehorted cathode circuit can be de-
termined by either a resistance check from cathode
to B minus or by a voltage check from plate to B
minus, plate to cathode, and cathode to B minus.

Open Cathode By-pass Condensers (General).

The conditions of an open by-pass condenser
may not always be due to a defect in the condenser
iteelf, but may be due to poorly made connections
either at the cathode terminal of the tube socket
or at the point where the condenser connects to B
minus.

If the connection is not a clean break, an inter-
mittently open connection will result. This of course
would cause the amplifier to intermittently decrease
in output and low-frequency tesponse (sound thin).
This same intermittent condition could be caused
by a break in the lead within the condenser case.

A suspected part or connection could be con-
verted from an intermittent to a complete open (in
most cases) by exerting a small amount of pressure
on the leads. The pressure should not be great

enough to break or cause undue strain on a gocid

lead.
When a completely open condition has been

achieved it is wise to check across the joints of the
connections to the cathode terminal and the B
rninus terminal with an ohmmeter to eliminate the
possibility of a poor joint as the cause of the trouble.

If the joints pass the test, then the condenser is
definitely at fault. Replacing the condenser should
clear up the trouble.

Open Cathode Bias Resistors (General).

Cathode Bias Resistors open up sometimes be-
cause excessive current flows through them and the
power dissipating capability of the resistor is not
sufHcient to stand the overload for any considerable
length of time.

The cause of excess current through the resistor
may be a defect in the output tube itself (such aa

a short between the various tube electrodes) or
other circuit defects. A shorted phte to cathode
by-pass condenser (or a lealcy condenser) will, of
course, apply practically the full plate supply volt-
age across the cathode resistor with a consequent
high current through the resistor. Sometimes a
bleeder resistor from B plus to the cathode is used
to stabilize the bias voltage of the tube. If thig
resistor drops to a low value, the increase in cur-
rent through the cathode resistor may be greater
than the resistor can withstand. A shorted or leal.y
blocking condenser between the grid of the output
stage and the plate of the preceding stage will
cause excessively high plate current to flow through
the cathode resistor.

It is wise to look for causes of failure of a cath-
ode resistor rather than assume that replacing the
resistor will restore the circuit to normal operation.

An open cathode resistor is not always an indi-
cation that some other circuit is defective. In manu-
facturing resistors, as with any parts, it is not pos-
sible to have every resistor identical with every
other resistor of the same specifications without a
prohibitively costly inspection set-up. It is natural
then that occasionally a resistor will have defects
that show up only under service. It is also true that
resistor wattage ratings are determined under speci-
fied conditions of ventilation and temperature of
the surrounding air and parts. A resistor that can
safely dissipate only 6ve watts of energ:r without
burning up when it is mounted on a board in still
air, may be capable of handling twenty-five watts
of energy when a cool air is blowing on it. The same
resistor might very well burn out if enclosed in an
air tight box with only one-half a watt of energy
supplied to it. The conditions of temperature and
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ventilation to which a piece of equipment is sub-
jected will infuence the performance of the various
resistors in the circuits. A cathode resistor may
burn out because a piece of equipment was placed
too near a radiator or other heat producing device.

Completely Open Cathode Circuit (General).

A completely open cathode circuit, where the
circuit consigts of a condenser and a resistor, may
be due to the resistor opening up for any of the
reaeons mentioned in the previous section. The
open resistor throws an excessive voltage across the
condenser and hence the condenser may open up.

Not all cathode circuits that have biasing resistors
use a by-pass condenser. The condenser may be
left out because the circuit is a push-pull stage where
a condenser is not necessary to reduce degeneration
since the circuit does not produce a degenerative
effect across the cathode resistor. On the other hand
some circuits using a eingle-ended output stage do
not have the condenser because the degenerative
effect ie used to reduce distortion in the output. In
these cases, an open bias resistor will give the same
indications as a completely open cathode circuit.

Many circuits have the cathode of the output
tube connected directly to B minus because the tube
derivee its biae from a 6xed bias source from grid
rectification of the signal, or because the tube is
designed to operate with zero bias. In these circuits,
an open cathode c,ircuit is caused by broken or

loose connections between the cathode pin of the

tube and the B minus return. It has been found
occasionally that in any circuit an oPen may be

caused by a faulty connection between the tube pin
and the socket terminal.,

Complete Shorts in the Cathode Circuit (General).

A complete or dead short from B minus to the
cathode in circuits using a bias resistor and con-
denser is seldom due to a failure of the resistor.
The Candohrn or metal cased resistors are practically
the only types that can develop such a defect. In
these types, the defect is caused by the cathode end

of the resistor shorting to the case internally when
the case of the resistor is used as the B minus end
of the resistor.

It is not uncommon to have the cathode circuit
shorted out because wires or lugs, that connect di-
reotly to the cathode, are grounded to the chassis

or B minus bus by vibration or other mechanical
means. The necessary repairs involve redressing
the wiring or straightening the lugs to remove the
short.

Cathode condensers often develop internal shorts
which requires that they be replaced with a new
unit. lf the cathode condenser is found to be
shorted, the bias resistor should be eramined to
make certain that it has not developed an open
circuit condition that caused the condenser to be-
come defective.
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TROUBLES THAT OCCUR IN AUDIO AMPUFIER STAGES

A 6rst audio tube operates as a voltage amplifier,
rather than as a power output amplifier. A relatively
high plate impedance is used, which limits the plate
current to a relatively low value. Since the plate
current is lower, the parts carrying the current may
be of lower wattage rating. 250,000 ohms is repre-
scntative of the impedance commonly used in cir-
cuits of this type.

An opened plate load resistor would remove B
plus potential from the plate of this audio tube, and
atop current flow through the entire plate circuit.
Since the reaietor is removed from the plate, the
resistance between plate and ground is extremely
high, between cathode and ground it is normal, and
between plate and B plus it is extremely high.

Carbon resistors are generally used in high rc-
sistance, low current circuits of this type; wire-
wound resistors would be impractical for this ap-
plication. With increased age and continued ex-
posure to heat, oarbon resistors may open-circuit.
As a rule, these resistors open-circuit due to the
heat developed in them by short-circuits in associ-
ated parts, which cause excessive current flow
through them. However, weakened leads due to
damage during assembly, may finally break, causing
an open-circuited condition; also, poorly soldered
leads may become disconnected, causing the same
effect as an open-circuited resistor.

A shorted plate load resietor eliminates the volt-
age drop across the resistor, thus raising the poten-
tial of the plate, and increasing the current through
the circuit. The increased current produces a large
IR drop acroasr the cathode resistor. Since the resietor
is shorted, the resistance between plate and ground
is about equal to the bleeder resistance of the power
rupply; between cathode and ground it is normal,
and between platc and B plus it is zcro.

Carbon resistors themselves do not usually short-
circuit, although certain types sometimes drop in
resietance value. However, their leads may ahort-
circuit; if a reeistor is mounted by its own leads,
eagging or twieting of the resietor may cause them
to touch.

A short-circuit between the audio tube plate and
ground places the plate of the tube at ground poten-
tial, causing tube current to stop flowing. Thus
there is a large IR drop acroas thc plate load re-
sistor, due to the greatly increased current through
thia part. Since the plate is shorted to ground, the
reeistance between plate and ground ia zero, be-
tween cathode and ground it ig normal, and be-
tween plate and B plus it drops greatly.

This trouble is ueually caused by a ehorted R F.
by-paes condenser, or tone-compcnsating condenrer.
A small mica condenser is often used acroas the out-
put circuits of a 6rst audio tube, to by-pase to
ground any remaining or stray R. F. currents which
may not have been completely removed from thc
audio signal by preceding R. F. filters. Also, aome-
wha,t larger paper condensers are often used to by-
pass to ground certain high audio frequenciee, in
order to either obtain a more nearly flat overall frc-
quency reEponse, or to purposely make the reaponse
favor the lower-pitched notes.

It ehould bc noted that a shorted by-pass conden-
ser between the pla'te and cathode would producc
gomewhat different effects from those occuring when
the plate is ehorted to grqg;nd. In thie case hearr5r
current would pass through the cathode resistor.
producing a large voltage drop across this part.
This plate to cathode connection ie often used for
by-pass condensers, ingtead of the plate to ground
connection, so the distinction in the effects produccd
should be thoroughly understood.

Also, a short-circuit between plate and ground
is effectively produced by the ahorting of one lead
(the one connected to plate) to chassis or aomc
grounded object. In high-gain atages the parts and
wires of both grid and plate circuits arc sometimea
enclosed in braided ehielding, which may give riee
to this type of trouble.

As a result of each trouble mentioned in this
description, there is no output from the audio tube;
therefore, there is no aignal from the apeaL.er or
signal pattern on the scope.

Although a resistance coupled audio ampliFcr
is commonly uaed because of its simplicity, low coaE
and uniform transfer of a wide range of audio fre,
quencies, other typee of coupling arc freguently ueed
to secure other advantages. For inetance, tranr-
former coupling has the advantage of providing an
increase of amplification in the coupling itself, inde-
pcndent of tube gain. Also, the tube may be
operated at a higher plate voltage, aince therc ia
less D. C. voltage drop acros a transformer primary
than across a plate load resistor. That is, the induc-
tance of the winding providee a high A C. im-
pedance for the tube, with a relatively low D. C.
resistance.

The effecte produced by troublee in the plate cir-
cuit of the tube, whether resistance or transformcr
coupled, are gimilar. The transformer primary may
open-circuit, due to excessive current, or the efiects
of corrosion (especially in moist climatce). It may
short-circuit, due to insulation brcakdown bctween
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the bnds of thc winding as they are brought out to
the primary leads. Also, a short to ground may
occur, due to insulation breakdown between the
winding and the iron core (usually mechanically
fastened to the chassis). These eame troublea are
aleo found in other formg of impedance coupling.

A registor is often used in the cathode circuit of
a 6rst audio tube in order to establish two points
with a potential difference, to be applied between
the cathode and control grid, for biasing Purposes.
This ie a aimple mcthod of obtaining a potential
difference, ag the anode current must Pass through
the cathode resistor, and thus produce an IR drop
across it.

With one end of the resistor connected to cath-
ode, and the other to B minus, the cathode is made
positive with respect to B minus. By connecting the
return of the grid circuit to the negative end of the
reristor, a potential difference is thus established be-
tween grid and cathode, the grid being negative
with respect to cathode.

Any value of resistance in the circuit between the
tube grid and B minus does not disturb the poten-
tial difierence between grid and cathode; this is
because no grid current fows (in a class A am-
plifier) in the grid circuit, to produce a voltage
drop.

A by-pass condenser presenting a low impedance
path for the alternating audio signal is generally
shunted acrosE the cathode tesistor, to prevent de-
generative effects, unless degeneration is desired.
The condenser prevents grid bias changes in accord-
ance with audio signal changes. Since the condenser
offers an eaey path for A. C., the signal currents
are not weakened in amplitude by the D. C. resist-
ance of the cathode resistor.

As the effective resistance in the cathode circuit
increases, the voltage drop rises. The exact amount
of rise is difficult to predict, however, as several
variable and interdependent factors enter into the
reading. For instance, with increased grid bias (due
to rise in cathode circuit resistance), the tube re-
gistance rises, lowering the amount of plate current
(necessary for meter action). High\u tubes tend
to cause more error of readings in this respect than
low mu tubes.

Also, otherwise negligible stray resistances are
very important in interpreting readings in open, or
extremely high, resistance circuits. Again, when
the voltmeter ie shunted across the very high leak-
.age resistance of the condeneer, the constants of
the circuit are changed the moment the meter ie

connected. In some circuits this reading from cath-
ode to ground with a practically open cathode re-
,cigtor, may rise to a surprising value.

The reading to be expected from plate to cath-
ode also depends upon these variable factors; but
in general, it should be the difference between thc
plateto ground and the cathode to ground readinge.

The resistance readings under thie condition are un-
afiected, except for an extremely high resistance
between cathode and ground.

Under both the open-circuited resietor and the
open-circuited condenser conditions, the signal
amplitude as indicated by speaker and scope, de-
creases. In the 6rgt case this is due to failure of d-c
current, in the second case it is due to a aignal volt-
age drop from cathode to ground, when all of thc
drop should occur from plate to ground.

Under the ehort-circuited condenser condition,
the indications by the speaker and scope depend
upon the amplitude of the audio input eignal. With
a low level of input eignal the short-circuit is likely
to cause an increased output, while with a high levcl
of input signal it is likely to cause weakened and
distorted output.

Cathode resistors in the first audio circuits are
usually carborl, aince they do not have to carry
heavy current. These resistors are subject to open-
circuit troubles, if they become too hot. Shorts in
related circuits, and tube shorts, may cause excessive
current flow, thus overloading the resistor. Short-
circuits are less probable, although a virtual ghort

may occur, due to physical contact between the
leads.

Electrolytic cathode by-pass condensers may
open-circuit, but more often lose capacity due to
drying of the electrolyte. Short-circuited con-
densers may occur as a result of the rise of voltage
accompanying an opened cathode resistor, although
the leakage may be enough to control the rise of
voltage thus protecting the condenser. Electrolytic
cathode by-pass condensers are generally used in
audio circuits, since high capacity is desirable in
order to provide low reactance to the lowest signal
frequency the amplifier is designed to handle.

The student should realize that the cathode re-
sistor method of obtaining grid bias (aelf-bias) is
not universally used. Another popular method
(fixed-bias) is to connect the cathode directly to
ground, and the grid return to a more negative point
in the voltage divider system. Very often the volt-
age drop across a part of the filter choke (placed
in the negative leg of the power eupply) is used for
biasing purposes.

Also, a grid bias cell is sometimes used, particu-
larly in first audio circuits, for obtaining bias. This
ia a low-voltage, no-current source of voltage,
usually about one or one-and-one-half volts. It ig

a very gmall device, held in a containing eocket
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under light epring tension. These units ar'e very
fragile, and must not be tested for voltage with an
ordinary voltmeter. Trouble often develops be-
tween the cell and,the spring contact terminals, due
to the accumulation of dust. This usually introduces
noise into the circuit.

The troubles which may be found in other biasing
systems are varied, depending upon the parts in-
volved. ln 6xed bias systeme the troubles ordinarily
found in voltage dividers, where appreciable cur-
rent may be flowing, must be considered. Vitreous-
enameled, wire-bound resistors ordinarily stand con-
siderable heat without breaking down, but if the
enamel flakes off, leaving the resistor wire exposed,
adjacent turng of the wire may short-circuit. Also,
the resistor has more tendency to open-circuit when
the wire is erposed to the air, due to increased
oxidation.

Wire-wound resistors are often subject to open-
circuits at their terminals. This is because the type
of wire used cannot be soldered very easily; there-
fore, contact is generally made by some means of
clamping or riveting. Loose connections may thus
develop at these points.

Loose connections also are common wherever
electrical connection depends upon mechanical
pressure, without actual bonding or soldering. For
instance, sometimes the cathode or voltage divider,
or both, is connected to the chassis by rivets or
scre$'s which may in time loosen, due to vibrations
and temperature changes. This is particularly true
where a rivet or screw is also used for mounting a
part.

In the case of 6xed bias utilizing part of the volt-
age drop across the 6lter choke (which may be the
speaker field), the ordinary open-circuit, short cir-
cuit, and "ground" conditions to which all iron core
coils are susceptible, should be considered. Also,
a resistance network may be used across the choke,
to divide the voltage across it. These resistors are
generally of rather high resistance and therefore pass

little current. The troubles which develop in them
are usually the result of manufacturing defects.
However, if the choke should burn out, the in-
creased current through them would probably cause
them to open.

Fixed bias systems have the advantage of elimi-
nating the necessity for a cathode by-pass con-
denser, and the troubles they may cause. How-
ever, aometimes additional by-passing precautions
must be used in the grid return circuit, to combat
hum.

One other grid biasing method, called contact
bias, or automatic bias, is sometimes used with high
mu tubes requiring only about one volt bias. By

connecting cathode directly to ground, and grid to
ground through a very high grid leak (about 5 or
l0 megohms), enough electrons accumulate on thc
grid to develop a bias voltage. The vcry high valuc
of grid resistance prevents these electrons from leak-
ing off to ground fast enough to prevent the po-
tential differences from being maintained between
srid and ground. Troubles in this qircuit are most
likely to arise from variations in resistance in the
grid leak. It is somewhat difficult to manufacture a
very high resistance, low voltage resistor which ie
absolutely gtable.

It has already been established that the grid of a
vacuum tube ig thl most critical circuit element. lt
follows, therefore, that any components connected
to this element must be in good condition.

If the coupling or blocking condenser develops a
partial open, an excessive amount of signal voltage
will be lost across it, the loss increasing as the fre-
quency decreases. Therefore, the "gain" of the
amplifier will decrease.

If the condenser becomes leaky, this leakage re-
sistance will be in series with the grid leak resistor.
This series combination will, therefore, act as a
voltage divider from the 6rst audio plate to B
minus.

Direct current will then flow through the grid
leak, producing a voltage drop across it, with the
grid end being positive. This voltage is of such
polarity as to oppose the voltage developed across
the cathode resistor, thus reducing the effective biae
between grid and cathode. If the condenser leak-
age is great enough (resistance low enough), the
voltage developed acroslr the grid resistor may be
even greater 'than that across ihe cathode resistor,
thus placing the grid at a positive potential with
respect to cathode.

Reducing the effective grid bias lowers the plate
resistance of the output tube. Since the resistance
of the tube varies with changing bias, the resistance
of the tube in the equivalent circuit is shown as a
variable resistor. When the bias is normal, the arm
is in a high resistance position. When it is low, the
arm is in a low resistance position.

When the grid bias of the output tube drops, due
to a leaky grid blocking condenser, the plate current
of the tube will be higher than normal. This is be-
cause of its lowered plate resistance. Therefore,
a guick check for this condiion is a voltage measure-
ment across the output'transformer primary. Divid-
ing this voltage by the resistance of the transformer
winding, the current may be determined. If the
calculated current is higher than normal, the cou-
pling condenser may be leaky. If, by temporarily
shorting the grid leak, a drop in voltage across

o

o
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the winding occurs, a leaky cond.enser is definitely
indicated.

The most direct check for a leaky blocking con-
denser is a measurement of the d-c voltage across

the grid leak resistor. Any voltage drop across this
resistor is definite indication of a leaky condenser.

Other indications of a leaky bloclcing condenser
are a higher than normal cathode voltage on the
output tube, and a lower than normal plate voltage
on the first audio tube. Under these conditions dis-
tortion will be so high that it will be impractical to
use the equipment.

As an alternate method of determining which
rtage of an amplifier is defective, a signal can be
applied at the input and output of each tube. First
apply the signal at the plate of the output tube. This

,
CURRENT FLOW_
VOLTACE DROP

8-IEAKY ELOCKINC CONDITION

(8)-EQUIVALENT D-C CIRCUIT
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will check the output transformer and speaker but
will provide no amplification. Then feed the signal
into the grid of the output'tube. Since the vacuum
tube is now in the circuit the signal should be ampli-
fied considerably if there are no defects present.

Applying this same procedure through successive

stages toward the input, an increase in signal output
should be obtained. The point at which the signal
disappears is the branch of the circuit which is de-
fective. Then by making a few simple voltage and
resistance checks, the defective part can be de-
termined.

As a quick over all check to determine if the
amplifrer is operating, the signal can be fed directly
to the input terminals. If no signal is heard then pro-
ceed to isolate the defective stage as above.

15T. CHECK
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The game procedure applies to either a-f or r-f
amplifiers, the only difference being the choice of
an appropriate type of generator tuned to the cor-
rect frequency. In the audio system, use an audio
generator. In the r-f system use an r-f generator
tuned to the frcquency of the amplifier.

It ie necessary to be able to identify each part of
an amplifier before any intelligent servicing may be
accomplished. The echematic diagram, if available,
rhows how a part is connected in the circuit, but
gives no information regarding ite size, ehape or lo-
cation.

When identifying parts from a schematic, one or
more reference or starting points must be known.

In a receiver, geveral points may be easily identi-
6ed and used as a starting point.

a. The antenna connection is usually marked.

b. B plus and B minus have been identified in a
previous chapter.

c. Variable tuning condensers are easily located

but closer eramination ie rcquired to dcterrrrino thc
stage to which each belongs.

When locating a part, start with some knotyn
point (refer to the schematic to locate the connect-
ing lead), and follow this lead to its terminal. The
schematic will indicate thc use of this part and it
may be identified. As an example, if an R.F. tun-
ing condenser is used as a starting point, ordinarily
one of its terminals will be grounded, the other ter-
minal will connect to the secondary of the RF.
transformer and the grid of the tube in the Eame .r/
stage. This information ie ob,tained from thc
echematic. Following these leads will locate and
identify the tube and R.F. trangformer that belong
to a particular stage.

It is not always expedient or even the best prac-
tice to trace leads visually. It is often much quicker
to use an ohmmeter to check continuity in leads or
circuits. These circuit tests should be made with
the power off and preferably with the tubee ro-
moved from their socketg.

l8



TROUBLES THAT OCCUR IN R.F. STAGES

R.F. stages are designed to amplify high fre-
quency signals; thetefore, the coils and condensers

used have less inductance and capacity than similar
partr of audio stages. Although R.F. and audio
parta difier in size and construction, their defects

arc found in essentially the same way' that is, by
voltage and resigtance tests which indicate various
degtees of shorts and oPens.

The R.F. stage may also be considered as an I.F.
8tage, gince an I.F. amplifier is really an R.F. ampli-
6er, designed to oPerate at 6xed low radio fre-
,quency. The fact that its tuning is 6red does not
change its general function as an R.F. amplifier.

I.F. transformer windings (both primary and sec-

ondary) generally have a resistance of from 5 to 50

ohms. Sincc there is no etep-up in the turns ratio
of many I.F. transformers, the resistance of both
windings may be about the same.

Most variably tuned R.F. amplifiers use a tuned
secondary and untuned primary, although this is not
alwaye the case. When there is no condenser across

the primary, there is little likelihood that the wind-
ing will short-circuit. However, if the ends of the
winding are crossed against each othel as they are

brought out to terminals, an insulation breakdown
between them may cause a short.

There is much more likelihood that a short will
.occur if either a variable or semi'variable (trimmer)
'condenser is shunted across the winding. Variable
.condenser plates may become bent or warped, caus'

ing a short when the rotor and stator sections are

intermeshed. The mica insulation between trimmer
'condenser plates may become broken or cut, due to
the use of too much pressure on the screw adjust-
ment. In either case, the coil winding will be ef-

NORMAL CURRENT

fectively short-circuited. In a typical I.F. trans-
former, trimmer condensers are often used to tune
both primary and eecondary windings. Once ad-
justed, they remain 6xed.

Open-circuits may occur in R.F. or I.F. trans-
former primaries, due to excessive plate current
through them. Tube shorts or ghorts in related cir-
cuits might cause excelreive current. Also, corrosion
of the wire may cause weakness in the wire which
will result in burn-outs, even under normal currcnt
conditions.

Closely related to this action is electrolyeis of tfie
wire, which occurs particularly in moist climates,
due to the high potential difference between the
wire and the chassis. The moisture inthe coil form
itself provides a conducting path between the wire
and the chassis.

Also, temperature changee cause expansion and
contraction of the wire and coil form. This vary-
ing stress on the wire may cause it to 8nap. It some-

times happens that the ends of the winding are
bruised in manufacture, as they are gecured to
terminals. Any stress on the wire will cause opens

at these weakened points.

The student should understand why both oPenE

and shorts in the transformer primary produce the
same results so far as the signal is concerned. ln
both cases the magnetic field of the primary is elim-
inated. In the open-circuit condition no plate cur-
rent flows. In the short-circuit condition the current
is by-passed around the coil, by way of the short.
Since no plate current flows through the coil in either
case, no magnetic field is built up; therefore, no

transfer of signal energy is made to the aecondary.

NO CURRENT ABOUT NORMAL CURRENT
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Thc screen grid and pentode type tubes arc used
in r-f stages because it is possible to realize higher
dcgrees of amplification without undesirable feed'
back between plate and grid circuits than is possible
with the triode. The use of these tubes requircs
that the screen grid be maintained at zero r-f po-
tential with respect to the cathode (when the tubes
are used in conventional amplifier circuits) and at
the same time be maintained at a positive d-c po-
tential with reepect to the cathode. The latter con-
dition is accomplished by connecting the acreen grid
to the B supply voltage, either directly or through
a voltage-dropping resistor, at Eome point positive
with respect to the cathode.

The relation between the plate voltage and the
screen voltage ie one of the factors governing the
operating characterietics of the tube circuit. lf the
circuit is designed with a acreen voltage-droppins
reeistor of a definite value, any change in this value
will afiect the operation of the circuit. Anything
which causelr the d-c screen potential to be reduced
from the normal value will cauge the amplification
of the Etage to be reduced. If the screen voltage
drops to zero, either because of an open-circuit in
the d-c supply to the screen or because of a short-
circuit from screen to cathode or B minus, the signal
output from the stage will reduce to zero.

Maintaining the screen at zero r-f potential with
respect to the cathode is accomplished by connect-
ing a condenser from screen to cathode or B minue.
The condenser must necessarily be of such a value
that its reactance at the frequency of operation is

neglisible.

In equipment where care has been taken to pte-
vent coupling between screen circuits of various
stages, an open ecreen by-pass condenser will cauge

the amplification of the etage, in which the defect
occurs, to be considerably reduced. If ,there is
coupling between stages, however, regeneration will
take place, and under certain circumstances it lvill
be sufficient to cause the stages to go into oscillation.

One of the most common troubles occuring in
screen circuitg in r-f stages is an open or shorted
condition of the screen by-pasa condenser. A
shorted by-pass condenser will be characterized by
no signal output and zero d-c potential on the
screen. At the same time, the resistance between
screen and cathode will be zero.

An open condenser will cause the signal output
to be considerably reduced because of the degenera-
tion produced by the variation of the screen po-
tential at the signal frequency. This latter effect
will be produced if there is no regeneration between
the scregn circuits of the various stages. If there is
regeneration produced between the various stageE

then an open by-pass condenser will cause the etage*
to break into oscillation at the resonant frequency of
the tuned circuits. Under conditions of oscillation,
heterodyning will occur between the incoming signal.
and the interatage oscillations. The heterodyning
will produoe an audio note, or equeal, in the output
which will vary in frequency as the receiver is tuned.
through the etation. It is posaible in some equip-
ment that the oscillation and hence the heterodyn-
ing will occur only over a portion of the tuning:
range.

It is not possible to determine an open condenser"
condition by d-c voltage measurements or by resist-
ance checks. It ig poseible to check for this defect,
by using an output meter or an oscilloscope con-
nected from gcreen to B minus. An open condenser-
will be indicated by the presence of signal voltage.
between these two points. Of course, if a con-
denser of similar rating is handy it is possible to'
check for an open condenser by momentarily con-
necting the good condenser acrosa the suspected.
one. If doing this causes a noticeable improvement
in the output or restoreg the equipment to normal
performance, the original condenser is definitely de-
fective.

An open screen resistor will cause the eignal out-.
put of the equipment to be zero. This condition.
will show up under tests, and can be definitely de-
termined by screen voltage and resistance checks.
The resistance from screen to B minus will be very
high, and the d-c voltage will be zero. This, of
course, contrasts with the zero-voltage, zero-resist-
ance condition for a shorted by-pass condenser
(which will also cause the signal output to be zero).

A shorted series screen resistor should cause the.
gain of the stage to increase, and the output to be
distorted. A voltage and resistance check. will
identify this defect.

The cathode lead completes the plate and screen
grid circuits of a vacuum tube, and therefore, car-
ries the plate and acreen currents. In some designs.
this current is caused to flow through a resistor in
the cathode lead. The voltage drop across this
cathode resistor is utilized to bias the control grid
negative with respect to the cathode. The value of
the bias depends upon the amount of plate and
acreen current flowing, and upon the resistance value
of the cathode resistor.

As the plate current is frxed to a great extent by
the design of the equipment, the desired bias is ob-
tained by using a cathode resistor having a resist-
ance value sufficient to produce a voltage drop
equal to the desired bias voltage.

Any change in the cathode resistor will cause a
corresponding change in the bias voltage. If the



cathode .resigtor is ghorted out, zcro biae will rcsult;
if the resistor is opcn, all plate and ecreen current
will cease.

In many cathode circuits, the resistor ig shuntcd
by a condenaer connected directly from the cathode
rocket terminal to B minus. This is a by-pass con-
dcnaer which functions to provide a low-resistance
path for a-c. If this condenser becomes open, biae
will vary with a-c signal changee of tube current,
and degeneration will occur within the stage.

However, if the cathode resistor and condenscr
b common to two succesgive stages (ae is sometimes
the caee), an open condenser will causc rcgeneration
bctween etages to be erce$ive and the stages will
go into oscillation.

Frcuns 15

The two circuits, the individual and the common
cathode circuit, are shown in Ggures 14 and 15,
rcspectively. These are simplified diagrams and,
hence, show only the elements essential for illustra-
tion.

An open by-pass condenser cannot be readily
tracked down by d-c voltage or resistanc€ tDeasur€-
ments and the effect upon the signal output will de-
pend upon not only in which circuit it occurs,-i. e.,
plate, screen, or cathode circuit, but also upon the
design of that circuit.

The most commonly used screen circuit (because
of its fewer parts and its regenerative action) which
uaes a eingle voltage-dropping resistor and a single
condensor for two or more r-f or i-f stages is shown

in Figure 16. If the condenser C opens up in thic
particular circuit the regeneration taking placc be-
tween the two stages because the impcdance R ir
common to both will be gufficient to cause thc cir-
cuit to break into oecillation. These r-f oscillationg

will, if the etages couple into detector and A.V.C.
circuits cause the A.V.C. voltage to reach a high
value regardless of whether or not the receiver is
tuned to receive a signal. The high A.V.C. voltage
will cause the sensitivity of the recciver to be con-
siderably reduced. If a etation or signal is tuned
in, heterodyning will occur between the r-f oscilla-
tion of the defective stages and the signal. This pro-
duces an audible howl in the output which changes
frequency aa the incoming signal frequency ir
ehifted. Normal reception of the signal is im-
possible under these conditions.

Another circuit which is often used is ahown in
Figure 17. Separate decoupling resistorg R, and
R, and separate by-pass condensers C, and C, are
used. This circuit is conriderably more etable than

the one ehown in Figure 16 and if one or even both
the condensers open simultaneously the circuit most
likely will not go into oscillation. However, de-
generation takes place within each stage because of
the variation in screen potentials, and the gain or
sensitivity of the stage, or stages, is considerably re-
duced.

2t



ri:' Iba ranc cficctr will bc noticcd in platc circuitc
*bicb' urc ilccoupling rerirtore and by--pars conden-
acrri in thc earne tdanncr as thc lsre'en circuits of
Fis& 16 and 17.

Thc cficctr of open cathodc by.p""" condcnserc
war diruglcd previoudy and rcference ghould be
made to thocc chaptera at thic time.

Open by.prs condcnscrs, in audio stages; whcn
they gre uecd in the platc supply voltage dittrih-

tion circuitr caurc either oecillatioq or reduction ia
gnin dcpcndent upon ttie nature of thc clr,cuit and
whethcr or not common coupling dcvelopr between
stagcr. Oscillation in audio !ta8c! may tdlc place
at radiro or audio frcquencies. Audio frcgucncy.or..
sillationa maJr occur at any frcqucncy in thc audio
band. Very low frequency oecillatione in thc ordcr
of a fcw cyclcs pcr rccond ia called motor-boating
bcrnec of itg eound



TROUBLE SHOOTING-SIGNAL TRACING

Moet of the troubles are due to open circuits and
drort circuitE, eithe,r complete or partial. It is the
acryiceman'e job to locate the cause of trouble in
a radio unit and repair the unit in as ehort a time
er possible. This could be done by testing each
part individually for open or ehort circuits but there
are much quicker and better methods of locating
defective units. If the stage that is not operating
properly in a multi-stage receiver can be found
guickly, then the defective part may be located by
rimplc resistance and voltagc checks. The process
of locating the defective stagc is known as aignal
trecing.

One widely ueed method of locating a defective
rtage in a receivcr is that of signal rubgtitution. For
crample, each stage of an audio amplifier may be
checked for normal operation by using the signal
fi'om an audio generator instead of depending on
a receiver eignal. If the audio generator is con-
ncctcd to the input of the final amplifier of a two-
rtage anplifier and a normal signal ic heard in the
4eaker tfiat atage would be conaidered to be op-
crrating correctly. If thc audio gcncrator were then
connected to the input stage of the ampliGer and
no eignal were heard in the apeaLer, then the input
rtagc must be defective. Once this is determined,
the tubc aocl,et terminals should be chccked to Eee

that voltagee are applied to thc tube. If the plate
voltagc ie lacking, then the parts in the plate circ,uit
rhould be checked for open or short circuits. If the
plate and other voltages are correct, then the input
dcvic should be checked for defects.

A second mcthod of eignal tracing is to connect
the audio generator to the input of the amplifier
and to use a separate indicator for tracing the sig-
nal. This indicator could be another audio ampli-
6cr with apeaiker, an oscillogcope, or even a sensitive
output meter. The indicator should be 6rst con.
aected to the input device of the unit being checL.ed
to be aure that a signal is reaching the grid of the
6rat audio tube. If a eignal is present, the indicator
rhould then be connected to the plate of the tube
or to thc output devicc to see if a aignal is present.
If no signal is indicated, then the component parts
of the plate circuit should be checked for defects.
If a signal is present, the indicator should be con-
nccted to the grid of the next tube and the eignal
checkcd. If a signal is present, the indicator should
then be connected to the plate of the tube and a
check madc for eignal. If no signal is indicated
the voltageg and parts in this circuit should be
chccLed. If the plate circuit of the tube is opcrating
ir a normal manner, then the secondary of the out-

put tranoformer will probably have an opcn of
ehorted output winding and can be cbecked with an
ohmmeter. The point where the aignal diaappeara'
will indicate thc approrimate location of the troublc.

It is evident that the path of a signal through an
amplifier may be checked by one of aeveral indi-
cating units, auch as a similar amplifier, an output
meter, an oscilloscope, or the commercial signal
tracing units. If the amplifier does not work prop-
erly the defective atage may be quickly isolated by
this procedure.

One of the simplest wayE to determine if an am-
plifier is operating ie to quicLly remove and re-
ineert the I st amplifier tube. If the circuite are in
operating condition a loud click will be heard in
the speaker. It ig caueed by the breaking and re-
making of the electrical contacts of the 6rat tube.
Thie interruption or noiee is amplified by the fol-
lowing tubee, and caugee a click in the speaker.
If removing the first tubc did not produce a click
in the speal,er, the second tubc should bc removed
and re-inserted. If a clicL is heard, it means that
the 6ret tube is bad, or it has no plate voltage, or
the coupling device (condcnser or traneformer) be-
tween the two tubea is dcfective. Thie quicls check -
may be made beforo applying the tests ae outlined
in this experiment. Indicator units used in signal
tracing should be of a type suitable for the circuit
under test. The audio amplifier would uEe such
indicatore ao output meter, speaLer, oscilloecope,
ctc. Amplifiera operating at radio frcquency would
require a test instrument that would give an indici-
tion at radio frequenoies. Vacuum tube voltmeters,
r. f. oscilloscopea, detectors with an audio amplifier,
etc., would be eatisfactory for this purpoce.

Signal tracing in an r. f. amplifier is very eimilar
to that used in an audio amplifier. The circuits
operate in much thc eame manner except that all
eignals are at radio frequency.

In signal tracing thc unit used as an indicator
must be capable of operating at the frequencies
used in the amplifier. Or it mugt be capable of
accepting the radio frequency signal and converting
it to an audio eignal. Such an instrument would
be a detector, or rectifier, followed by an audio
ampliGer. With this combination a speaker or
output meter could be used to indicate the presence
or lack of a signal in the r. f. amplifier. The deteotor
could be connected to the various stages of the r. f.
units eo their output can be checL,ed. lf a signal
were present in the output of the firct amplifrer tube
but missing at the output of the second Etage a
defect would be indicated in the gecond etage. Oncc
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thc troublc was localized a volt-ohmmeter could
bc uecd to check the parts asgociated with that par-
ticular tube and thc exact trouble determined.

Signal tracing in an r. f. amplifier can be done
by both thc "eignal substitution" method and
thc indicator mcthod. In the 6rst method the de-
tector ghould be connected to the output terminale
of the r. f. amplifier and the signal generator euc-
ceseively connected from the output coil to the
input circuit. The point where the signal disap-
peared would indicate the location of the defective
stage. In the indicator method the signal generator
should be connected to the input of the r.f. ampli-
6er and the detector successively connected from
the r. f. amplifier input terminalg to the output
terminals. Here again the point where the signal
disappeared would indicate the location of the de-
fective stage.

Other indicators may be used in checking r. f.
amplifiers. The oscilloscope, if its amplifiers will
pass radio frequency, is very good. The scope should
be adiusted to show the modulated r. f. signal. A
vacuum tube voltmeter is an instrument that will
read radio frequency and may be used as an r. f.
output meter.

Hum, oscillation, and noise are common troubles
which are sometimes very dificult to locate, becauge
they often may not be determined by the use of
voltage, current, or resistance checks. They must
sometimes be found by careful recognition of elight
differences between eounds from the speaker.

Hum may originate in the power euppln due to
defects in the ripple 6lter. Open 6lter condeneerq
or condenaers having reduced capacity due to the
drying of the electrolyte, are the most common caulro
of this kind of hum. Shorted or partially shorted
6lter chokg are another cause.

If the tube filaments are shunted with center-
tapped reeietors, with the center-tap grounded, an
open half of the resistor will cause hum. V.ry
often these resistora are constructed with variable
ccnter-taps. In thie case hum will result if the
rcsistor is out of adjustment.

Closely associated with this trouble is leakage
between the heater and cathode of indirectly heated
tubes, which will vary the emission of the cathode
at the heater supply frequency.

Induction hum, due to magnetic coupling be-
twcen a power transformer and filter choke (or
audio trangformer), will also produce hum; how-
cver, this is unlikely to occur in well designed com-
mercial radios. I't is possible, though, where orig-
inal components are replaced, and their position
changed or ehields not replaced, for hum of this
Lind to occur.

lf the laminations of a power transformcr becomc
loose, a characteristic buzz, which is very similar to
a hum, will be produced. This)""' may be de6-
nitely determined by placing the ear very clore to
the transformer, and then to the epeaker. If thc
buzz is louder at the transformer loose laminationr
are the trouble. This buzz is not conveyed through
the speaker, but is heard directly from the part
itself.

The types of hum already mentioned are steady
in character, and independent of dial setting. An-
other type of hum which occurs only when in tune
with a signal, ig called modulation hum. It is caused
by the modulation of a carrier signal by the A. C"
power supply frequency. When A. C. heater leads
are brought into the range of grid leada, or by-
passing is inadequate, or line-buffing condensera are
open, this trouble may be produced. Cathode to
heater tube leakage may also cause this trouble.
Very often, by'passing one or both eides of the
power line to ground (at its entrance to the chassis)
will eliminate modulation hum. Also, reversing the
line plug will sometimes affect this hum, particularly
if the grounding of the set ia poor.

Oscillation is generally caused by eome kind of
inter-stage coupling, and may occur in more than
one tube circuit. Coupling between the plate cir-
cuits of different stages, and the screen grid cir-
ouits of different stages, constitutes the most frc-
quent cause of ogcillation. Thig coupling generally
resul'ts from open by-pass condenscrs in the plato
or acreen grid circuits, or shorted R. F. choLeg.

Again, high resistance conncctions betwecu
shieldg and ground may cause this trouble. Shieldc
should always be carefully replaccd in original poci-
tions, when replacing coils, tubeE, etc. Also, if
leads from sensitive R. F. and I. F. circuit parts are
placed in difrerent positions from the original, or-
cillation may result. ManufacturerE often place tlrc
plate and grid leada in just such a relation as will
produce certain critical degrees of regeneration
Altering these constants may cauge oscillation, or
too much regeneration.

Noige ig sometimes one of the most difficult trou-
bles to locate. lt may occur in any part of a radie-
in fact, in almost any conneotion. Radio noise may
be classified ae natural atmospheric static, inter-
ference from other electrical devices, and noirc
originating in the eet itself. Noises external to the
set may usually be determined by shorting the an-
tenna and ground terminals of the set, and noting
whether the noise persists. lf so, the noise is likely
to be coming from the set itaelf, if not, it is likely
to be coming from outside the sot. However, thie



tcgt will depend considerably on how wcll the get

is ehielded.

Set noises may be caused by loose connections,
broken leads, leaky or arcing condenserg, noisy re-
sistors, noisy tubes, dirty or loose switch and socket
contacts, rosin joints, corroded or dirty variable
oondenser wiping contacts, scraping variable con-
denser plates, noisy audio transformets, loose
speaker cones, dragging voice coils, and many othcr
troubles.

A good test to make for noise is a slight jarring
of the chassis, and moving of leads, and parts.

Thumping of tubes will often disclose a noisy tube.
Condensers and resistors must sometimes be dis-
connected or replaced, as a definite check of their
condition. Practical, common sense is necessary to
dictate the best procedure to employ under particu-
lar conditions. Very often noises are intermittent,
maling their location very difficult.

The most helgiful procedure to follow in trying
to determine the cause of hum, oscillation, ot noise,

is to localize the trouble. The simplest method is
to either remove one tube at a time (beginning with
output tube), or to short out the input circuit of
cach tube (beginning with output tube). By this
method, a particular circuit will be reached where

the trouble ie not indicated by the speaker; whilc
moving to the ncxt circuit, the trouble ir indicatcd
by the speaker. The trouble is between these two
points.

In case the trouble originates in the Power suPply,

or aome circuit common to several stages, this
method will have to be used with reservation. For
instance, trouble may appear to be coming from
the output stage, when it is actually ooming from
the supply to this atage.

Conclusions: It ig evident from this that signal
tracing on an r. f. amplifier is similar to that of an
audio amplifier. The method is the same but an
indicator that will respond to radio frequency signalc
is necessary.

Notes: If a separate indicator is not arlailable the
detector and audio amplifier of a receiver may be
used to check the r. f. stages provided the detector
and audio ampliFer are operating satisfactorily.
There are several commercially manufactured indi-
cator units. They usually contain r. f. and audio
ampliFers, an oscillator, and a detector; and are
so arranged that any stage of a receiver may be
checked. They may use a vacuum tube voltmeter,
oscilloscope, or even a "magic eye" tube to indicatc
the streng'th of the signals in the receiver.
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ALIGNMENT OF R.F. AI\IPUFIERS

This chapter will tell the student the basic ateps
in the alignment of an R. F. amplifier. These steps
will serve ae an introduction to alignmen,t in genetal,
which becomes more involved in superheterodyne
circuits.

The proper use of the signal generator and output
meter are studied, with special emphasis on dealing
with the difrculties which A. V. C. presents.

The ability to align receivers accurately is an abso-
lute essential to good servicing, as misalignment
often occure, due to the aging of equipment, the
change in the placement of wires, the replacement
of parts, climatic conditions, etc.

When two or more tuned stages are used in an
R. F. amplifier, it is necessary that all stages be
tuned to the same frequency. Otherwise, loss of
sensitivity and selectivity will result. In early model
radios this "tracking" of stages was accomplished bv
tuning each indivdual stage separately. This method
of tuning from etation to etation required consider-
able time and trouble.

Later model radios use single-control tuning,
whereby the controls of all stages are "ganged" to-
gether mechanically. Since it is difficult to manufac-
ture coils and condensers with perfect precision, it
is necessary to provide adjustments to compensate
for the differences in the resonant circuits of the
different stages. Otherwise, the various stages will
not track. properly. Small eemi-variable (trimmer)
condensers are usually used in parallel with main
tuning condensers for this purpose. Once these
trimmers are adjusted, all stages may be tuned to-
gether easiln by means of a single con,trol.

The adjustment of these trimmers should be made
at a high-frequency setting of the variable tuning
condensers, as the tracking in this range is more
critical. Further adjustment at low-frequency set-
tings is sometimes made by bending the outside
rotor plates (where split plates are used) to various
angles, as the variable condenser setting is changed.
However, it is not good service practice to do this.
Sometimes a low-frequency "padder" is used (semi-
variable condenser in series with coil and variable
condenser), for low-frequency adjustments.

Whenever low-frequency adjustments are made,
a readjustment of the high-frequency trimmers may
be necessary.

It is very important, in aligning R. F. stages, to
use a generator signal of a very low value. Difierent
levels of output are more accurately judged from
weak signals than from strong ones. Even more
important than this, however, is the difficulty of
.alignment when strong signals are used, due to the

compensating effects of automatic volume control
circuits, when used.

A. V. C. tenda to increase the sensitivity of one
or more R. F. stages when the signal reaching *he
detector is weak. Also, it decreases their sensitivity
when this signal is strong. The net effect, therefore,
is to produce a rather constant output, regardless of
the signal strength. By using a weak eignal, the
A. V. C. circuit has less controlling effect on the
output, and the R. F. circuits may be aligned while
in a condition of maximum sensitivity.

It is important that the amplitude of the signal
be reduced by adjustment of the generator attenua-
tor not by means of the receiver A. F. volume con-
trol. If the audio control of the receiver is used, a
strong signal will still be applied to the input of
the receiver, and A. V. C. action would be very
pronounced.

The output meter, used between the plate of the
output tube and ground, indicates the alternating
signal voltage. An output meter ie an A. C. meter
with a blocking condenser in series, to prevent a

reading of D. C. voltage.
Output indication may aleo be obtained by con-

necting an A. C. meter directly across the secondary
of the output transformer. The voltage across these
points will be lower, however, due to the step-down
characteristics of this transformer. No blocking con-
denser is necessary for this connection, as no D. C.
voltage is applied.

The use of an output meter is necessary for exact
alignment, as the ear is not sensitive to small changes
in output. However, if the slight errors made in
several adjustments are added, a total error is pro-
duced, which would be noticeable to the ear.

In the alignment of R. F. circuits, special toole
which contain a minimum of metal are preferable.
Ordinary screwdrivers or spin-type eocket wrenches
sometimes temporarily disturb the constants of the
circuit, while adjustment is being made; hence, they
ehould not be used.

For precision alignment, both generator and re-
ceiver should be turned on and allowed to heat,
before adjustments are made. This usually takee
about fifteen minutes. Otherwise, slight misalign-
ment may result when the parts become normally
heated.

Special circuits may call for further adjustmen,ts
in a T. R. F. receiver. For instance, wave traps in
antenna, or other circuits require "peaking" at cer-
tain frequencies. Also neutralizing circuits for the
cancellation of plate-to-grid feedback in multi-stage
ampli{iers, require adjustments for minimum output.



tt b not only ncceseary that R. F. atagee be

adjurted to the same frcquency. They must also be
eet to a particular frequency, depending upon the
degree of rotation of the rotor plates. That ig, the
rtages must not only be aligned so that they track
with each other; they must also bc adiusted for
certain tuning points and limitg.

Commercial receivers have "calibrated" dial
ralee to which the stages are made to conform.
These ecales match the par,ticular variable conden-
rerc uged. To properly align the R. F. stages, the
dial itself is 6rst set eo that the ends of the scale

correpond to the fully open and fully closed posi'
tions of the variable condensers. This provides a
graduated indica'tion for all condenser settings.

Nert, the stages are aligned (synchronized to-
gcther) near the high-frequency limit of the dial.
Thia is done by setting the modulated signal gen-

erator and rcceivcr dial to thc came high frequcncy,

and adjusting the high-frequency trimmcrs for mari-
mum output. Thege trimmers are ueually mounted

on the end of the variable condenser frame.

Then the stagcs are aligned near thc low'fre'
quency limit of the dial. This ie done bv setting

the generator and receiver dial to the aame low-
frequency, and adjueting tho low-frequency paddcr

or other low-frequency adjuetmente for marimum
output. It may be nccessary to reset t{re eplit rotor
plate seotione of thc variable condenser, in order
to obtain perfect agreement betwcen thc generator

and receiver dial at varioug intermediate positions.

Adjustment at one end of the dial also affects

the setting at the other end to a certain degree eo

that it is neceasary to repeat thc adjustments at

6rst one end of the dial and then the other, until
complete calibration ie obtained.
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SUPERHETERODYNE LOCAL OSCLT.ATORS

The function of the local oscillator is to eupply
an unmodulated R. F. signal of a fixed amplitude
and of a frequency different from the incoming
broadcast signal by exactly the amount of the I. F.
frequency. In general production the oscillator is
tuned higher, by the amount of the I. F. frequency,
than the degired aignal. Thus, if a 1,000 K. C. signal
is to be received with a receiver having an I. F.
freguency of 455 K. C. the oscillator would be
tuned to 1,455 K. C.

If, for any reason, the frequency of the oscillator
rhould change so that it no longer maintains a
difference of the amount of the I F., no signal would
pase through the I. F. amplifier and thus nothing
would be heard in the speaker. Obviously, if the
oscillator stopped functioning it would produce the
same result. If this were the case all the voltages
t{rroughout the balance of the receiver could be
correct and still the receiver would not function.

If for any reason the ou@ut of the local oscillator
ghould change in amplitude, it would affect the op-
eration of the receiver in the form of a losg in effi'
ciency but would probably not prevent it from oper-
ating entirely. In this case the defect would prob-
ably be either a defective tube or a partial open or
short circuit.

A local ogcillator is used in superheterodyne cir-
cuitg to produce a signal which, when mixed with
the gtation signal, will producc a eignal having the
frequency of the I. F. amplifier. By the use of thic
oscillator the strength of the station eignal ig boosted,
rnd its frequency is converted to a lower fixed fre-
quency (1. F.), which may be amplified with greater

sain and stability.
The oscillator is mixed with the signal by many

methods, but in all caseg tfic production of the new
intermediate frequency is due to "Beat note" ac-
tion, causing new signale to be created. These new

signals have frequencies equal to the eum of, and
difference between, the two original freguencies.

There are a number of dilferent types of oscil-
lator circuits, all of them depending on the feed-
back of energy from the plate to the grid circuit.

To determine whether or not an oscillator circuit
is oscillating, the simplest and most definite checL
is a measurement of voltage acroas the grid leal.
As a general rule, a negative grid voltage between
about five and fifty volts indicates satisfactory op-
eration. This suggested voltage range covers moEt
types of circui'ts and tubes. No voltage between
these points gives definite indication that the circuit
ie not oscillating, for one leason or another.

As a supplementary check for an inoperative oc-
cillator, a measurement of voltage actoss the platc
resistor is also significant although less definitc.
There ehould be a certain voltage drop across thc
reeistor, due to normal plate current. If the oscli.
lator becomes inoperative, causing the bias voltage
developed to drop to zero, the plate current of thc
tube raises, producing a larger voltage drop.

Closely related to this check is the measurement
of voltage from the plate of the oscillator tube to
ground. There should be a certain normal voltagc
reading between these poin'ts, due to the normal
IR drop acroas the plate resistor. If the oscillator
becomes inoperative, increasing this drop, the volt-
age from plate to ground will decrease.

Since these plate circuit readings depend dircctly
upon the grid biaa voltage, the measurement of tbe
grid bias voltage is the most important check.

If a scope should be placed from grid to groun4
or from plate to ground, while the oscillator is op'
erating properly, a certain A. C. voltage amplitudc
would be indicated. If the oecillator should bc
made inopera,tive, the amplitude would drop to zero.
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TRANSMITTER OSCILLATORS

Radio freguency ogcillatore as used in transmittera
are usually designed to furnish exciting or driving
voltage for eucceeding amplifier etages. The oacil-
lator's main function ie to establish and maintain the
operating frequency. Only enough power ig taken
from it to excite the following amplifier. The less
power taken from an oscillator the more etable ite
operation will be. An oecillator used in this manner
will have low plate current and high grid biag.

Oscillators can, and often are, used to supply
usable power to an antenna ot other load device.
The power consumed, or dieeipated, in the oscillator
circuit will go up aa the power drawn from it ie in-
creased. An oecillator delivering power to a load
will have relatively high plate current and low grid
bias. The increase in plate current from the no load
condition to the loaded condition roughly repre-
sents the power drawn from the oscillator.

An oecillator 'that faile to operate but has plate
voltage applied, will have an abnormally high plate
current and very little, if any, grid bias.

When'an oscillator is not crystal-controlled, its
frequency of operation depende on the adjustment
of its tuned circuitg. To set the frequency to some
given value, some means of meaeuring the frequency
must be used.

One meane ir by the use of the abeorption wave

meter, which uses a calibrated condeneer to tunc a
coil. Thc wave meter ia coupled to the oscillator,
and the meter dial turned; when reaonance is ob-
taincd between the wave meter and the oscillator,
a light which is in seriee with the meter coil and con-
denser will light up. For a given amount of cou-
pling between the wave meter and the oscillator, the

larrlp will light most brightly when the circuitg are

tuned to the same frequency (in resonance).
A more accurate meana is by the use of thc

heterodyne frequency meter. Thie measuring in-
strument uses a calibrated oscillator which feeds into
a detector and audio reproducer. 'When a gecond

R.F. voltage (whose frequency is near that of thc
calibrated oscillator) is also fed into the oscillator,
an audible beat note ie produced. As the frequency
is varied so that the two frequencies approach equal
values, the note will vary from a high to a low pitch.
When the two frequencies are exactly equal, the
note will disappear (or be of zero frequency).
Hence, thie method is called heterodyning to zero
beat.

The frequency meter may be set to a desired op-
erating frequency, and the transmitter tuned to zero
beat with it, or an unknown frequency may be

measured by adjusting the meter to zero beat with
it, and noting the resulting metet diral reading.
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CLASS "C'' R.F. AMPLIFIERS

(L GENER.AL-The clasE "C" r-f ampliGer ie

used becauee it amplifies r-f power with high cfr-
ciency. This means that a large percentage of the
d-c power eupplied to the plate of this type of
amplifier is converted into radio-frequency cnergy.
In eome deaigns the efficiency may be as high as

75%. As an aid in understanding this etatement,
suppose the plate current of a certain class C ampli-
fier is 100 milliamperes at 1000 volts. If such ir
the caee, then the d-c power in watts will be .l r
1000, or 100 watts. Therefore, if the stage is 75%
efficient, the r-f power developed by the stage will
be 75 watts. The remaining 25 watts will be er-
pended at the plate of the tube and in various parte
of the circuit in the form of heat. Compare this
with Class "A" amplifiers which have about 25/o
efficiency. lf the stage in thc previous crample were
a Class "A" etage, 25 watte would be the useful r-f
power developed, while 75 watts would be wasted
as heat. Thir comparison makes it evident that the
aaving in power is worth while.

For this reaaon r-f amplifiers of transmittere are
not operated as Class "A" amplifiers. Audio ampli-
6ers cannot be Clase "C" operated because of the
&stortion that would result. If it were desired to
amplify a eingle audio frequency, then a Class "C"
amplifier could be used, provided that the plate
were coupled to its load by a resonant circuit tuned
to the operating frequency.

In transmitters, R.F. amplifiers operate at a given
frequency, and have the ueeful loads coupled to the
tubea through resonant circuits. Because of this
they may be Class "C" operated without distorting
the R.F. signal.

The reason resonant circuits are required is be-
cause of their ability to store energy and to con-
tinue oscillating for a time after the exciting voltage
ie removed. Suppose a condenser and coil dr€ con-
nected in parallel, and that they resonate at I 000
K.C. Also suppose that the capacity of the con-
denser is such that a considerable amount of elec-
trical energy can be stored in it. Now if a battery
is momentarily connected across this combination,
the condenser will charge. After the battery is re-
moved, an oscillatory current will flow between the
coil and condenser, until the energy is consumed.
The energy is used up as heat by the current fowing
through the circuit resistance. See Figure 18.

Closing "S" charges the con-
denser. When "S" ir again
opened, the condeneer dis-
charges through the coil. Thie
eets up an E.M.F. in the coil
that cauees it to charge ,the con-
denser in the opposite di-
rection. Then the cycle re-
peate. Hence the current ie
oscillating back and forth, and
the circuit ie Eaid to be oscillating.

This propert5r of resonant circuits wag used in the
early days of radio to make a simple r-f generator.
The circuit is as ahown in Fig. 19. A buzzer and
battery are connected across the resonant circuit.
Because of the action of thc buzzer in cloeing the
battery circuit, the condenser ie periodically
charged. When,the buzzer contacts open, the elec-
tricity etored in the condenser surgeE bacL and forth
aa an oscillatory current, at a frequency equal to
that of the resonant circuit.

The buzzer cauEes the con-
denser to be charged each time
the contacte are closed. The
ability of the condenser to
store energy keeps the circuits
oscillating while the contacts
are open. Therefore, the con-
denser is charged by pulses of
current cach time the contacta
close.

A vacuum tube operated in a Class "C" condi-
tion will supply power to its tuned plate circuit in
much the same manner as does the buzzer of Fig.
19. The Claes "C" tube is biased beyond cut-off;
consequently, plate current will fow only when the
exciting voltage applied to the grid is going through
the part of its positive half cycles which is greater
than the negative bias. See Fig. 20. The plate
current that flows during this time furnishes energ:r
to the tuned plate circuit, the action of the tube
being similar to that of the buzzet mentioned pre-
viously. However, the tube supplies the currcnt
pulses in synchronism (time) with the oscillations of
the tuned circuit, gince all related circuits are tuned
to resonance at the aame frequency. For a portion
of every half cycle the tube delivers energ:r to the
regonant circuit. Thie is desirable because the cir-
cuit can store suficient energy on the positive part
of the cycle to keep the energ:r level through thc
negative half cycle the same as it wae through the
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positive half cycle. Hcncc thc R.F. current circulat-
ing between the condeneer and coil of the resonant
plate circuit will have an undistortcd wave form.
Corresponding portions of thc pooitive and negative
half cycles will have equal amplitude and similar
form. Referring again to ttre buzzer'driven oscil-
latory circuit, we can easily see that eince the buzzer
cannot act in aynchronism with the tuned circuit and
quickly enough to supply energlr on every half cycle,
the energy level of the circulating R.F. current will
not be constant. In fact, the oscillations die down
considerably during the intervals between the open-
ing and cloeing of the buzzer contacts. This ecri-
ously distorts the wave form of the R.F. developed
in the oscillatory circuit. See Fig. 23.

For thig reaEon it ia imporant that the Claas "C"
amplifier plate circuit be tuned to the frequency of
the excitation applicd to the grid. Then the plate
current pulses will be in synchronism (or integral
multiples in the case of frequency doublers, triplers,
etc.) with the R.F. current in the resonant plate
circuit, and will produce undistorted amplification.

When the plate tank circuit (resonant circuit) ie

tuned to the frequency of the grid excitation, it
ofrers resistive opposition (no reactance) to the
plate current, which is characteristic of any circuit
tuned to reaonance. Now, because the opposition
to the plate current is purely resistive in nature, the
plate current will be maximum when the net in.
Etantaneous plate voltage will be minimum. Con-
sequently, thc pulses of plate current occur whcn
the plate voltage is low. Hence, the power disei-
pation in the tube is low during the flow of plate
current. See Fig. 24. This, together with the fact
that plate current flows only for a part of a half
cycle, accounts for the high efrciency of the Claas
"C" stage.

b. GRID DRM EXCITATTON-The preced-
ing discussion \raa primarily given to impress upon
the etudent the necessity for correctly tuning the
plate circuit of the amplifier. Having covered the
necessity for careful plate circuit adjustment, we
will now discuss the adjustment of the grid circuit.

Since the Class "C" stage is biased beyond cut-
off, the excitation voltage must be great enough to
overcome this negative voltage. For maximum ef-
ficiency the grid must be driven in a positive di-
rection sufficiently to cause plate current saturation.
If the grid circuit has a resonant circuit coupled to
the source that is driving it (oscillator or preceding
stage) then it is evident that this circuit must be cor-
rectly tuned in order to develop the necessary volt-
age at the grid. See Fig. 25.

MUST BE CAREFULLY
TUNED

Fr"o""= 2s

If the otagc ia biaeed by means of a gdd lcaL aud
condenser, then thie is another reaEon for carcful
adjustment of the tuned circuit. Thig biae system
depends upon grid rectification. By thie mcana, the
exciting voltage is rectified, thua charging the grid
condenser.

On the negative half cyclee the grid condcncer
diecharges through the grid leak, and producer a
voltage that biases the grid beyond cut-off. If the
eircuit is not properly tuned, then insufrcient volt-
age will be available at the grid for rectification;
hence, the grid bias will be low, and will permit a
high plate current to fow. The tube and circuit
equipment can be damaged very quickly under such
conditions, so it is important to adjust the grid cir-
cuit properly.

In high-power transmitters, thia adjustment must
be made without any plate voltage applicd to tlrc
etage being adjusted. See Fig. 26.

)S- U&?itI'

Frcunn 26

The excitation voltage applied to the grid of the
R.F. amplifier must be adjusted to the proper value,
eo that the amplifier will not be either over or under-
excited. Incorrect excitation results in inefficiency,
and abuse of the tube.

The amount of excitation is usually specified ar
that which produces a certain grid current, and ir
measured with d-c instruments. This is made possi-
ble due to the rectifying action of the grid.
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The designer determines the amount of excita-
tion; it is the job of the eervice man to adjust the
circuit to this value when placing the transmitter in
operation.

When gufficient coupling exista between the input
and output of an amplifier stage there is a possibility
tfiat the stage will oscillate. This is generally un'
desirable because the oscillations are uncontrollable.

All triode amplifier stages have considerable
coupling between their input and output, due to the
tube , grid-to-plate inter-electrode capacity. The
cfiects of this coupling must be neutralized so that
the possibility of self-oscillations of the atage will
be eliminated. This is usually accomplished by
feeding a voltage to the grid that is exactly equal
in amplitude and opposite in polarity to that which
it receives through the grid-to-plate c.apacity exist-

ing inside the tube. Such a procedure ie called
"neutralization."

The discussion covered makes it clear that unlegs

it is absolutely known that the circuit is already
properly adjusted, and in good operating condition,
certain precautions must be taken before the d-c
voltage is applied to the plate of an R.F. amplifier.

It ia general practice to allow the filaments or
heaters of all the tubes of a transmitter to reach
proper operating temperature before any other steps

are taken. If the transmitter is known to be in ad'
justment, and in good condition otherwise, the plate
voltage may be applied after the filaments have
warmed up for a period of from 15 seconds to gev-

cral minutes, depending upon the eize and type of
the tubes.

c. PRELIMINARY TUNING-The procedure
for placing into operation, transmitters that are
operative, but merely out of adjustment, is as fol'
lowe:

l. The filament power is turned on, and the
tubes are allowed to heat for the specified
length of time.

2. The a-c voltage is applied to the rectifier
plates (if rectifiers are used). Caution
should be exercised to gee that this does not
cause d-c plate voltage to be applied to any
tubes except the oscillator.

3. If the oscillator is not crystal controlled, it
should be tuned to the operating frequency.

4. The grid circuit of the amplifier immediately
following the oscillator should be adjusted
'to resonance, and for the Proper grid cur-
rent. (The plate voltage must be off.)

5. The etage should then be neutralized.

The plate voltage is thcn applied to the
etage, and the plate tank npidly adjustcd to
resonance. lt is important that this be done
rapidly to prevent damagc duc to high platc
current.

All adjustments must be repeated to elimi-
nate any etrora due to interlocking actions
that occur.

8. If there are other etagee of amplification, tfie
same procedure must be successively fol-
lowed. The plate voltage ie applied to each
etage after it has been adjueted.

9. The plate of the 6nal stage ie rcadjusted for
proper operation with the antenna.

10. All current, voltage, and frequency indica-
tions ahould be checked to see if they have
changed from their proper valuee.

High plate current will probably flow if this pro-
cedure is not followed, which will cause the tube to
overheat. Thus thc electron emisEion powers of
the cathode will be permanently impaired if the
tube is left in this condition for any appreciable
length of time.

If this condition should erist in a transmittcr
capable of considerable power output, the tube
would draw eo much current that the plate would
become red hot, and the tube might be damaged
permanently. There is also a poesibility of damage
to chokes, resistors, or other parts in the plate and
cathode circuits, and also to pouter supply parta as

well.
Usually, these parts are protected by fuseg or

circuit-breakers which automatically open-circuit
when considerably more than normal plate current
flows. However, it is possible to have higher than
normal current, and yet not high enough to cauEe

the fuse or circuit-breaker to open. Consequently,
if too much reliance is placed upon these protective
devices, and adjustments are made with the power
on for a long period of time, the high current might
be sufficient to cause damage.

When the dials of the tuning controls are fre-
quency'calibrated, it will speed up the adjustment
if they are set to the operating frequency before the
voltage is applied. This will place the circuits near
their final adjustments, and will therefore reduce
the current fow while the final adjustments are
being made. If for some reason the voltage muEt
be applied, it should be turned on only for a few
moments at a time. The plate current should be
noted during this time, and if it ig not dangerously
high, the necessary adjustments should be com-
pleted aa rapidly as possible. However, this should

6.

7.
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not be done crcept when nece$ary for certain tests
or crperimental purposes. Always follow the pro-
cedurc outlined, unlesg it is deGnitely known that
thc transmitter is already adjusted, or that the de'
sign ie euch drat no damage can result.

Remember that the various circuits are eometimes
protected by fuses or circuit-breakers, as quite often
a trangmitter may momentarily be ovetloaded,
which will cauee the fuaes or circuit-breaker to open-
circuit. lgnorance of this safety provision might
cause a considerable waste of time in looking for
trouble, when all that is needed is a new fuse, or a
resetting of the circuit-breaker. The transmitter
might need neither readjustment nor repair.

In a grid leak-biased Clase "C" stage, the platc
current will be excessively high when there is no
grid excitation. Thig is true whether the lack of
excitation ie due to improper adjustment, or to the
failure of some circuit part. Again, it will be seen

that tbe plate current also depends upon the adjust-
ment of the plate reeonant circuit (plate tank).
Also, as the grid current becomeg higher, the plate
current becomee lowet, and vice verEa; this is be-
cause as the grid current riges, the bias voltage de-
veloped across the grid leak also rises, limiting the
plate current. The student should definitely aseo-

ciate a high edd current with a high excitation volt-
age, and with a high grid biae voltage.

d. FREQUENCY DOUBLING 
- 

In the dis-
cussion on how a Claes "C" amplifier stage supplies
energ:r to the plate tank circuit, it was pointed out
that the pulses supplying the energy occur every
other half cycle. Also, the ability of the circuit to
store energy makes possible the continuation of os-

cillation until the next pulse of energy is delivered
to it. It was further pointed out that if the pulees

occur at regular intervals so that the frequency of
the tuned circuit is some integral multiple of the
pulses, the circuit will continue to oacillate at about
the same amplitude, provided that the time between
the pulses is not too gteat, and the energ:lf etorago
ability of the circuit ie large enough. Unlcsg the
tank circuit ig tuned exactly to integral multiplee
(whole number, not a fraction) of thc cnergy
pulses, distortion or failure of the tank circuit oe.

cillations will result. :

This being true, it is poesible to drivc an oecil'
latory circuit (plate tank circuit) by a Class "C'
tube whose grid is excited by a frequency one-half
that to which the plate tank ig tuned. This may bo
expressed in a difierent manner, by aaying that the
plate tank is tuned to double the frequency of the
grid tank, and thus acts as a frequency doubler.

Adjustment for grid drive is the game as prcvi-
ously discusssd-drs only difference in tuning b.ins
that of the plate circuit.

The method of obtaining frequency doubling,
tripling, etc., is very irnportant, as this principle
finds extensive application. Because of thc fact that
it would requirc ertremely thin crystals to ogcillate
at very high frequencies (so thin that they would
fracture too easily) it is customary to use crystala
of euch a frequency that their phyaical size is practi'
cal. Then by carefully choosing the crystal frequency
so that it may be multiplied by an integral number
to obtain the desired frequency, the dificulties are
eliminated. The Claeg "C" amplifier is well suited
for frequency doubling.
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SUMMARY

High plate current is caueed by low or insuffi-
cicnt grid bias. Since the grid bias for this
type of amplifier depends on grid rectifrca-
tion, there will be no bias if the grid does not
receive R. F. excitation. Therefore, the plate ?
current will be high, and the grid current will
be low (or zero).

Failure of the grid to receive grid excitation
may be due to a detuned (out-of-resonance)
condition of the grid tank circuit, failure of

the oscillator, or insu6cient coupling between
the oecillator and amplifier. High plate cur-
rent may also be cauged by a detuned condi-
tion of the plate tank circuit.

When positive informaiton is lacking as to
whether a tiangmitter is ready for immediate
operation, it is best that a certain definite
precautionary procedure be followed, ouch
as the etep.by-step transmi.tter adjustment
procedure.

2.

f.
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NEUTRALIZING THE TRANSMITTER AMPLIFIER

Neutralization is necessary to eliminate the un'
dieirable efiects resulting from the feedback of the
amplified voltage to the grid of the tube through
the interelectrode capacity of the tube.

There are aeveral circuits which may be used for
obtaining neutralization, outlined as follows:

l. One which makes the interelectrode capacity
serve as part of the tuning capacity (Fie. 27).

NIU TRA| Z!NC CIRCUIT
TUN€ TO r/TRALtEL RESO
NANCE AT OPIKATINC
FREQUENCY

CRID TO PL.ATE CAPACIIt
I ACTS AS PARI OT

IUNINC CAPACITY T

''B rs D.c ELOCKINC
COND€NSIR

cRto cllcurl
IMPEDANC€

DANCE OF NEUTRALIZINC CIRCUIT N

/. 
IEED BACK VOLTACT

row SECAUSE Of
+ SHUNTING EFFECI

OF CRID

"Jff 
il i"";';$-n"?Ydliffii'^$ :8"Y'l\r.r. 

t I M':oaNc I oi il' rH r
H:XCT THT CIICUIT WILL 3: NIUTRALIZID. AS V:TY LINU :N:TCY WITL IE

ltc:tYfo tY tHl cllD.
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2. One which makes the grid-to-plate capacity
one of the arms of a balanced bridge (Fiss.
28 and 29).

3. One which feeds back to the grid (by means

of inductive coupling) a voltage that is equal
in value and opposite in polarity to that fed
back throush the tube capacity (Fig. 30).

PLATE CIRCUIT
I MPEDANCE

The plate voltage should not be applied to the
amplifier during neutralization. The oscillator
should be adjusted for the operating frequency, and
the R. F. amplifier adjusted for correct grid drive.
A milliammeter should be inserted in the grid cir-
cuit as when adjusting for correct grid drive.

This procedure will present three methods of neu-
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tralizing a typical amplifrer. Thc 6rst method is
based upon the interaction bctwecn the plate and
grid circuite when the amplifier atage is not neutral-
ized. If the plate tuning is varied through resonance,
the grid current will dip sharply. If the cacapity
of the neutralizing condenser ie varied a little at a
time, while the plate tank condenser ie rocked

The second method ie based upon ttre increaee in
R. F. voltage acroaa the plate tank. circuit when the
plate tank of an unneutralized amplifier atage is
thrown out of resonance. This R. F. voltage ie in-
dicated by thc scope. The vertical ecope plates are
inductively coupled to the plate tank. The hori-
zontal scope amplifier is turned off, and thc bril-
liance ahould be at low level, to prevent burning of
the screen. When the plate tank ie tuned to rcso-
nance, a amall vertical line will appear on the ecope
if the amplifier is not neutralized. The neutralizing
condenser should be varied until only adot appears.

Further varia,tion of the neutralizing condenser
will makc the line appear again, because the ampli-
fier will be thrown out of neutralization.

fhe third method uEes a light bulb (instead of the
scope) coupled to the plate tanL, to indicate when
neutralization has been obtained. The procedure is
similar to that with the acope, the difierence being
that the bulb will glow as long as the amplifier is
not neutralized. Adjusting the neutralizing conden-
ser will cauee the glow to disappear when neutraliza-
tion is reached.

,r/
NEUTMLIZATION IS
ACCOMPLISHED BY
VARYING COUPLING
BETWEEN L. AND L
oR L, AND L. oR
807H.

@* iT"l3TF"i",l',:
TURNINC ENERCY
TO CRID OUT OF
PHASE AND EQUAL
TO THAT FED SACK
8Y CRID TO PLATE
CAPACIry
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through resonance, the defection of the meter will
bccome less as neutralization is approached. If
complete neutralization is obtained, the grid meter
needle will not vary whcn the plate tanl, condenser
is rocked through resonance.
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RETUNING THE TRANSMITTER AMPLIFIER WHEN LOADED

The purpose of the R. F. amplifrer is to raise the
power level of the R. F. energy, so that it may be
put to some useful purpose. This energy may be

used in many frelds, including surgery, diathermy,
induction furnace engineering, etc.

Probably the most important use is in the wireless
transmission of messages through space. The de-
vice which uses the R. F. energy, no matter what its
purpose, is called the "load". In radio transmission
the load is the radiation resistance of the antenna.

In the discussion so far, the adjustments prelim-
inary to placing the transmitter into operation were
made without a load (other than circuit losses). It
will be found that when the amplifier is loaded, cer-

tain adjustments will have to be reset, as will be

explained.

The d-c plate supply voltage furnishes energy
which is converted into R. F. power for the various
uses already mentioned. By measuring the plate
voltage and plate current, the amount of R. F.
power which is being developed may be estimated'

Assuming that the efficiency of conversion of
D. C. to R. F. is constant as the load varies within
a given range the d-c plate current will increase as

the load is applied to the amplifier. This fact may
be demonstrated by placing any metallic object
such as a coin or jumper clip in the field of the
plate tank circuit. If the metallic object is placed
inside the plate coil and left for a few minutes, it
will become heated.

It will be noted that when the object is placed
in the 6eld of the plate circuit, this circuit will re-
quire readjustment. But as the plate current meter
is again brought to minimum reading, this reading
will be higher than that before the load was ap-
plied. This higher reading is due to the expanding
of energy in heating the object, this energy being
supplied by the D. C. power supply.

Likewise, when the amplifier is loaded by an an-
tenna, the D. C. power used from the power supply
will increase for similar reasons. The antenna ex-

pends energy in radiating R. F. waves out into space.
As the radiated power is increased, the D. C. power
expenditure is increased, as indicated by a rise in
amplifier plate current.

The student should be careful in interpreting the
plate current readings to remember that the mini-
mum reading (at resonance) must always be used
for comparing power expenditure with different
loads. Therefore, the increase in plate current noted
immediately upon the application of the load, must
not be used in power estimations. When consider-
ing the plate curtent of an amplifier tube, it is evi-
dent that the load conditions must be specified.

The coupling of the load to the amplifier plate
circuit may be accomplished by means of link coils,
resonant transformers, or autoformers. As an ex-
periment a small loop coil can be used to couple a
light bulb (as a load) to the plate circuit. The R. F.
current induced in the loop coil will fow through
the lamp, causing it to heat suf6ciently to glow.

The current flowing in the loop coil will cause a
magnetic field to be set up which bucks or opposes
the field of the plate coil, thus reducing the net
magnetic field. Since the inductance of the plate
coil is dependent upon the strength of this magnetic
field, its inductance will decrease, causing the cir-
cuit to become detuned. Since detuning the plate
circuit in itself causes higher plate current, it is neces-
sary to retune the circuit in order to determine the
increase in current due to the load conditions.

The difference in D. C. power used when the am-
plifier plate circuit is unloaded and when it is loaded
is the amount of power being supplied to the load.
Since the efficiency of transfer of this power is less

than 100%, the R. F. power actually taken by the
Ioad will be some fraction of the D. C. plate power
consumed.

No matter how the load is coupled to the ampli-
fier, it will cause the plate circuit (and sometimes
the grid circuit) to become detuned, and these cir-
cuits will have to be retuned.
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II.

GENERAL SERVICE PROCEDURE

FOR

RECEIVERS AND TRANSMITTERS

General procedure for faet and accurate repairs.

A. Make a vieual inspection.

B. Check power circuit to see that eguipment can be connected without causing damage.

Q. Localize trouble; this atep is most important when trouble is not of a simple nature.

D. Locate defective component or components in section found at fault.

E. Replace dcfective part.

F. Chcck overall performance of equipment.
G. Repeat eteps (A) to (F) if performance is below normal'

Uge of vigual inspection.

A. Look for broLen tubes, broken pluga, tubes out of socketg, loose connectiong and otler ob'
vious damage or defect.

B. Check to see that tubes and connector plugs are in proper soclets.

C. Inspect equipment for dirt or moisture on parts auaceptiblc to troublc from thig aource.

l. Condensers in radio frequency circuite; eepecially those acrogs high impedcnqe cir'
cuits or having a high A-C or D-C voltagc applied in eerieg with them.

2. Wire wound resistors in voltage divider network may break due to excecaive moiature.

Preliminary ohmmeter checlc.

A. Chech power input circuits with ohmmeter to 8ee that equipment can be connected without
causing damage.

B. Correct values to be expected may bc obtained from Maintenance Manuals.

Inspection with equipment operating.

A. With powcr turned on vieually inspect glass tubee to aee that 6lament8 are encrgized and
fcel metal tubes lightly to see that they are wann. In case of transmitters, dummy antenna
should bc properly connected.

B. Check dynamotor or inverter to see that it is running.

C. Opcrate eguipment in normal manner to determine which function is defectivc.

D. Replace, one at a time, each tube inset, with tube known to be good.

E. If all functions of equipment are found to be inoperative, follow procedure "A" (*plained
on following pagea).

F. If one or more functions of equipment is operative, follow procedure "8" (on following
pagce).

RECEIVERS

V. Reccivers, procedure "A."
A. Measure Bf voltage at input terminal of receiver proper.

B. Introduce signal from external source to input of first audio stage. Refer to point A, Figure
l. If eignal palraes, proceed to check I-F section, ae in Paragraph "D" below.

C. If no signal is heard, progressively apply signal to individual stages working toward hcad-
phones, points "8" and "C," Figure l.

III.

IV.
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D.

L

Apply signal of correct frequency and amplitude to the grid of the mixer stage, point "Aj"
Figure 2. If aignal passes, proceed to check R-F section as in Paragraph "F" below.
If no signal is heard, progressively apply aignal to individual stagea working toward firct

audio, points "B" through "D," Figure 2. After defective stage has been isolated make
various voltage and resistance checks to determine which of the componenta ie cauginS

the trouble.

Frcunr 3

Apply a signal to the antenna input of a frequency corresponding to the dial eetting, point
"A," Figure 3. lf signal passes, receiver is okay.

lf no signal is heard, progressively apply signal to individual stages working toward mi:rer
grid, points "B" through "D," Figure 3. After defective stage has been ieolated make
various voltage and resistance checks to determine which of the components is causing the
trouble. If R-F signal fails to pass any stage, check oscillator (step H).
Measure grid bias of local oscillator with meter having sensitivity of at least 1,000 ohms
per volt. Refer to Figure 4. Use isolating resistor when dictated by nature of circuit. Isola-
ing resistor is to be of a value equal to the grid leak resistance and is to be connected in
series with the probe connected to the oscillator grid.

As an alternate check on the operation of the oscillator and coupling system, subatitute a
signal generator for the local oscillator and inject a signal at the point of coupling to the

mixer stage. Refer to Figure 4. The frequency of this signal will be the dial aetting of the
receiver, plus or minus the I-F frequency depending on circuit design.

After defective stage has been localized, measure the plate, cathode, and grid voltages with
reference to ground. Compare reading with voltage table furnished in Maintenance Man'
ual. In the case of a multi-electrode tube measure other electrode voltages to ground and
check against table.

Check for defects those components that are associated with the electrode having other
than normal voltages.

Replace defective components. Use parts called for in latest official information whenever
possible. (Jse parts having exactly equivalent electrical characteristics in all cages. In radio
frequency stages, original placement of wiring should be duplicated to maintain acnsitivity
and stability of receiver.

G.

F.

H.

I.

J.

K.

L.

ll!
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VL Receivere, proccdure "8."
A. Follow procedure "A" outlined in the foregoing, with function eelector switch turned to in-

operative function.

VII. Noiry Receiver.

A If noise ig continuous:

l. Digconnect antenna, and ground antenna post; if noiee etopa, aource of noise is extcf,-
nal to rccciver propcr; if noise continuee, trouble is in the receiver, procecd witl
ucrt atep.

2. Makc vieual and mechanical inspections as outlined in procedur. "rd"
3. With receiver volume control at marimum, ground the control grid of 6rat audio am-

pli6er. If noise still continues, progreseively ground the control grida of individual
Etages working toward headphones. Uee .25 mfd. condcnser to ehunt the gridr lf
grounding would change bias.

4. Ground the control grid of mixer tube.

5. If noise still continues, progresaively ground the control grid of each etage working
toward detector.

6. Ground the control grid of 6ret R'F amplifier.

7. If noiee gtill continuea, progressively ground the control grid of each amplifier stage
worL.ing toward mixer.

8. Ground the control grid of local oscillator.

9. The section immediately following point where grounding grid does not eliminate
noise ia defectivc.

10. The stagc immediately following the point where grounding does not climinate noice
may be coneidcred to be the immediate location of troublc.

I l. Proceed to locate defective component as outlined above in procedure "A"
B. lf noise is intermittent:

l. Repeat above procedure while tapping components of stage being checked. (U""
common sense to avoid tapping too vigorouely). Component requiring lighted tap
to produce noise ie onc probably at fault"



C. If noige is present only with signal applied:
l. Apply an unmodulated R-F signal to the antenna poet with receiver and eignal gen'

erator tuned to low frequency end of band, and of aufficient strength to causc rc-
ceiver to be microphonic (ringing audible in headphones when receiver is tapped).

2. Tap components to locate noisy unit.

/l[I. Overall performance check.

A- After completing repairs, check overall performance of rcceiver. Receivcr should mect

standard requirements aa to sensitivity, noise level, selectivity and smooth operation of
controls before it is considered to be repaired

TRANSMITTERS

WARNING-HIGH VOLTAGE-USE E(TREIVTE CAUTIONI

lX. Transmitter, procedure "A."
A. Measurc Bf voltage at input terminal of transmitter proper, check to sec that dummy

antenna is connected properly.

B. IMPORTANTT Check plate current of final amplifrer to determine if value io within gafc

limits. Point A, Figure 5a. fJse external meter if neceesary. After doing this, tune the plate

tank for reEonance dip, to determinc if any is present, Figurc 5b. lf no dip ig obtained, it
indicateg either lack of excitation, a defective final amplifier atage, or lack of neutralization.

=B+
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Check grid current, point B, Figure 5a or grid biae voltage, (point C, Figure 5a) developed
acroEE grid leaL, to determine if excitation ia arriving at that point.

lf grid current is present but plate current dip is not discernible, neutralize final amplifier.

Measure any additional eource of bias such as cathode resigtors, point D, Figurc 5a or fixcd
biae supply, point E, Figure 5a.

If no ercitation is present, progreeeivcly repeat the above procedure (stepc C, D, and E)
in individual intermediate amplifier atages, either working toward mastcr oocilbtor, includ-
ing maeter oscillator itself, or starting with the maEter oecillator and working toward thc
6nal amplifier. Points "G" and "H," Figure 6.
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c. The stage immediately preceding point where the grid excitation disappeared, may be con-

sidered to be the immediate location of trouble.

After defective stage has been localized, measure the plate voltage; i.e. from Bf oide of

plate load to ground, points "J" and "K," Figure 6. Compare reading with voltage table

furnished in Maintenance Manual.

Measure cathode voltage; i.e., cathode to ground, and in the case of a multi'electrode tube,

measure other electrode voltages to ground and check against values in table furnished in

Maintenance Manual.

Check for defects the components associated with the electrode having other than normal

voltages.

Replace components, use parts called for in latest official information whenever possible.

Use parts having exactly equivalent electrical characteristics in all cases. Original placemcnt

of wiring should be duplicated to maintain stability and Power output.

Check audio amplifier and/or modulator.

l. Connect a pair of headphones to the sidetone outPut terminals. Point "L," Figure 6.

Operate equipment in both tone and voice positions checking for the presence of tone

or voice signals.

2. If no signal is present in the sidetone output, progressively check each stage or cou'

pling unit working toward microphone. Points "M" and "N," Figure 6'

3. In order to check the operation of the modulator stage, measure the plate voltage;

i.e., plate to ground, point "P," Figure 6. Measure grid bias voltage, and with power

off measure the resistance of the input and output transformers for proper D-C resis-

tance as compared with normal values given in Maintenance Manual.

X. Transmitters, procedure "B."

A. Follow procedure "A" outlined in foregoing, with function gelector switch turned to inop'
erative function Position.

XI. Overall performance check.

A. After repairs have been completed, the performance of the transmitter should be checked

against existing standards for power output, frequency range' and accuracy of calibration,

modulation capability and speech quality.

H.

J.

K.

L.
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